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CHIEF LEADERSHIP OFFICER (CLO) 
 

 

 

The only safe ship in a storm is leadership. 

- Faye Wattleton 
 

 

Like many authors about leadership; I also believe that 

leadership is not merely related to a senior managerial or 

executive position in organization. Further it has nothing to do 

with practicing of power by any senior. But in simple words of 

Peter Drucker: “The only definition of a leader is - someone who 

has followers.” For me the more clear definition of leader is 

someone who has voluntary followers. Voluntary followers are 

those who are not forced to follow any leader but they willingly 

follow their leader. And about leadership John Maxwell said: 

“Leadership is influence – nothing more, nothing less.” But here 

we do not have a clear understanding about the word 
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“influence”; it can be both; positive or negative. For example a 

boss who has an authority and power to fire his subordinate has 

a lot of influence but this kind of negative influence will not 

make that boss a leader. Therefore the word “influence” is not 

that much suitable in leadership definition though it has been 

used by many authors in their leadership writings.  

 

For me ‘Leadership is the people process whereby one 

individual inspires other team members towards the attainment 

of defined goals of the team or organization. Here “people 

process” means that leadership process is not any robotic term 

or machinery talk but it is all related to people - who are 

working together or acting for the common goals. Moreover 

“One Individual” means one extra ordinary person in the whole 

team (not necessarily any manager or supervisor) who has an 

ability to motivate others; and the term “inspiring” means 

rousing, moving, stimulating or motivating. “Team” refers to the 

people who are involved in the process and are working for 

common goal; where “goals” are the aims or desired results of 

the team.   

 

While giving words to my thoughts on Leadership I am 

reminiscing experiences from my ‘Leadership’ training 

workshops. One unique experience based on adventure learning 

leadership therapy for a clients’ organization is worth sharing 

here in this context. One of our clients (CEO of a company) came 

up with the problem statement that he is having serious lack of 

leadership attitude among his team because people in his 

organization orthodoxly perceive that leadership is associated 

with Chief Executive Officer and no one else can become leader 

in the organization. His people had the view that power and 
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authority are directly linked with leadership and the concept 

that anyone can become leader; or leadership is not associated 

only to high rank positions were just considered as the utopian 

theory. As the trainer I was tasked to change their thinking 

perspective and develop such a leadership attitude in them that 

they become able to lead others instead of waiting to achieve any 

supreme position in the organization. For this purpose, I 

designed a three days adventure learning course on leadership 

which was supposed to be held at a hill station. After discussing 

the training plan with my client and taking his consent we 

invited the office attendant of his organization to be a part of our 

training plan and guided about his role that he was supposed to 

play in the designed training module. After we three came on 

the same page; we announced among trainees that we are going 

for three days trip in which the first day shall comprise of a 

training session at hotel board room, whereas second and third 

day will only be for leisure, hiking and fun. This announcement 

to trainees was pre-planned with an objective which will be 

revealed later in this story. So on the decided schedule my client 

(the CEO) along with his spouse, fifteen staff members including 

general managers and managers with their spouses and one 

office attendant (the most junior staff member of my client’s 

organization who was part of our initial plan) reached the hill 

station hotel. Apparently the office attendant was just with us to 

facilitate the activities during training and hiking.  

 

The first day, we asked the spouses of our team to have their 

own leisure activities while our members attend the leadership 

workshop at board room of hotel. That whole day we discussed 

leadership through different angles where I tried to mentally 

convince them that leader can be any one and leadership is not 
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associated with senior positions only. However as a trainer I 

knew that without any practical example or incident they would 

not understand the concept which I was trying to deliver. At the 

end of first day, trainees were under the impression that training 

session has ended and now next two days are just for leisure and 

hiking.  

 

The next day, CEO and all other staff members with their 

spouses moved for hiking and as I expected the general flow of 

movement was having CEO and his spouse at front, followed by 

general managers with their better halves and managers with 

their spouses at their footprints respectively. At the end of line 

was the office attendant of the company with additional bags of 

refreshments and tents on his shoulders. The whole queue was 

fully depicting the hierarchical structure of the organization. 

That line showed that people are mentally bounded of hierarchy 

system of organization even though it was the time of informal 

activities. Inside I was smiling to see that first day of training 

lessons on leadership did not change their thinking on the point 

that leader can be any one not necessarily the CEO of company. 

It gave another affirmation that people learn through doing 

themselves or seeing something happen in front. We continued 

moving (for four hours from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM) with two to 

three short rest phases.  At 5:00 PM we reached at a grassy, 

beautiful and even surface – a hill point where we settled and 

enjoyed a late lunch together.  

 

After the lunch as per our initial plan the CEO disappeared in 

his tent where he remained for three hours. Initially the people 

were busy gossiping and having fun but as the time passed and 

darkness along with cold spread at its peak the people started 
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getting tensed as CEO was still in tent and they were not eager 

to ask him to go back and secondly no one knew the exact return 

path. Feelings of fear and uncertainty were prevailing. Everyone 

was waiting for CEO to come and initiate towards the route 

back. After more than three hours around 8:30PM when CEO 

came out of his tent, he said “Oh sorry I was sleeping….. we’ve 

got much late, let’s return” and further he added that “I have 

forgotten the exact route back to hotel so please someone else 

come at front and guide.” That was a moment of desperate 

silence, where nobody knew the exact way (since they had 

blindly followed the CEO while going upwards, without 

bothering to remember the track, as they were under the 

impression that CEO will automatically lead them back); plus 

darkness was enough to add horror at the time when they were 

feeling isolated and didn’t know how to get out. This was a 

point when behavior of team naturally turned. Disconnection 

between CEO and other team members was clear to observe, 

everyone was tensed and impatient to move back. This was a 

point where I saw that people were not interested to consider the 

CEO as leader any further. Darkness, cold, fear, uncertainty and 

fatigue were at peak.  People were really looking for some 

hidden power to help. People asked me to guide, but I, despite 

knowing, denied.  

 

After some time when situation was extremely tensed, suddenly 

the office attendant - the most junior position in the organization 

- said “Sir I know the way back to hotel and I also have 

emergency light so I can guide you people to the hotel in this 

darkness”. In no time everyone was agreed voluntarily to go 

behind the office attendant. I saw that no one was thinking about 

their junior/senior roles, neither they were bothered to look-up 
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where the CEO was. They just found a leader in their office 

attendant and started moving behind him to reach their 

destination while following their savior. The office attendant in 

no time was accepted as a leader because he had successfully 

stimulated the people by saying that he knew the path and to 

save their lives and get rid of dark and cold at night everyone 

eagerly followed him.  The next morning; after every one had 

rest and gotten fresh I again invited all the people in board room 

and asked them to respond for a base question, “who was the 

leader in last night incident?” Silence immediately spread in the 

room since everyone knew the answer. That day we concluded 

with everyone’s consent that leadership is not associated with 

power or position but it relates with the person who can show 

the path towards destination (goals) for their followers and can 

inspire (stimulate and move) the followers, where the followers 

automatically without any pressure become ready to follow the 

leader for desired results.   

 

This short story and its associated discussion brings forth the 

practical concepts of leader, leadership, as well as the notion that 

anyone can become leader as high ranking positions are not 

merely a qualification for leadership.  But the concept of 

leadership does not end here and includes much more than the 

basic concepts narrated above. As now the organizations’ 

requirements have become much more demanding from leaders 

in current global and corporate economic scenarios where we see 

that challenges and changes are continuous. Thus to fulfill such 

increasingly demanding roles of leadership, today’s leaders 

must perform some major responsibilities which are either 

conscious or unconscious requirements of organizations in many 

circumstances. These responsibilities necessitate that the leader’s 
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actions are modified as per situation and followers.  

Additionally his crisis handling, his knack to act as a change 

agent and his initiatives to develop more leaders are also added 

towards a leader’s prime responsibilities.  

 

If a leader acts according to situation and followers, leads in 

crisis, act as change agent and develop more leaders then he or 

she is not only a leader but a great leader and must be 

recognized as “Chief Leadership Officer” (CLO).  If we opt to 

make an equation out of this concept, we would end up 

balancing the CLO equation as under: 
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 CLO = Situational Leadership + Leadership in Crisis + 

Leading Change + Leaders’ Development  

Situational 
Leadership 

Leadership 
in Crisis 

Leading 
Change 

Leaders' 
Development 

Chief 
Leadership 

Officer (CLO) 
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Now after developing this basic understanding, we are faced 

with a natural question that who can become a CLO? The 

answer is; any person who already has voluntarily inspired 

followers for achieving any common objective. So we can say 

that being a ‘leader’ is pre-requisite of being a ‘Chief Leadership 

Officer’ and any leader who performs all four roles – as 

mentioned in our CLO equation – can become a Chief 

Leadership Officer in organization.  The brief summary of four 

multidimensional roles is revealed below whereas further details 

of each role will be discussed in book as separate chapters.  

 

1. SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP  

 

The first and foremost duty of Chief Leadership Officer is to 

perform situational leadership.  It means that there is no “one 

size fits all” approach to leadership. Depending on the situation 

and followers, varying styles of “leadership” are required by 

leader so that he can effectively lead the followers to achieve 

desired goals. Leaders must first identify their most important 

tasks or priorities. Second, leaders must consider the maturity 

level of their followers by analyzing the followers’ ability and 

willingness. Depending on the level of these variables, leaders 

must apply the most appropriate leadership style to fit the given 

situation in order to be able to achieve the goal. 

 

2. LEADERSHIP IN CRISIS 

 

The second duty of Chief Leadership Officer is a leadership in 

crisis and it is very different from leadership in a time of normal 

circumstances. A sequence of sudden, unplanned and 
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unexpected events leading to instability in the organization and 

major unrest amongst the individuals is called as crisis. And it is 

true that nothing tests a leader like a crisis. The highly charged, 

dramatic events surrounding a crisis profoundly affect the 

people in an organization and can even threaten the 

organization's survival. A leader can take certain actions during 

a crisis to effectively reduce the duration and impact of these 

extremely difficult situations and can even sometimes turn the 

crisis into a favorable opportunity for organization or people. 

 

3. LEADING CHANGE 

 

Change is hardly an easy process; especially within an 

organization and Chief Leadership Officer is responsible for 

leading change in organization as an “agent of change”. Today 

in the current global scenario where only change is constant and 

inevitable, the role of Chief Leadership Officer is critical to 

‘define the positive change for organization based on either the 

organization’s need for survival or further growth; or for 

innovation’. Then the CLO further defines, ‘how change will be 

implemented and accepted within the organization’ and this role 

necessitates that the CLO has both technical and social skills. On 

the technical front, he must be knowledgeable about the 

particular process being changed, as well as how it interacts with 

and affects other processes within the organization. This builds 

his credibility as leader. In addition to technical expertise, Chief 

Leadership Officer should also have strong social skills through 

which he will be able to define and communicate the 

expectations from people in a non-confrontational and non-

threatening way. In result, change could be easily sold 

throughout the organization. 
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4. LEADERS’ DEVELOPMENT 

 

The old leaders used to measure their influence by the number 

of followers that they claim. Also in the corporate world, there is 

a lot of discussion about leading the followers, but, I rarely 

found the discussions and practices in current leaders to develop 

the next generation of leaders. In my view, developing more 

leaders by the existing ones is one of the main factors from 

where business growth truly gets derived. Therefore the CLO 

equation emphasizes that Chief Leadership Officer is also 

responsible for developing more leaders and this function of 

CLO can create more CLOs for future leadership needs of 

business world. 

 

WHY TITLE ‘CLO’ – THE RATIONALE BEHIND: 

 

Mostly it is said that leadership has nothing to do with position 

titles. I also believe the same. It is true that the people having 

titles which are associated with any position in organizational 

structure or hierarchy like Chief Executive Officer, Chief Finance 

Officer, General Manager, Managing Director etc. are not 

necessarily the leaders (under the definition of leader or 

leadership). Being into a position title by hierarchy does not 

qualify a person to become a leader because the holder of that 

supreme title might or might not have innate leadership 

qualities which can make them succeed as leader. 

 

So, the question is: why give the title ‘Chief Leadership Officer’ 

to great leaders. Now the rationale here is - ‘Chief Leadership 

Officer’ refers to a leader who is at highest level of being 
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inspirational through his representation of multidimensional 

leadership roles. In this definition of Chief Leadership Officer 

the word ‘Chief’ refers to a leader at highest level of being 

inspirational; ‘Leadership’ denotes multidimensional roles of a 

leader; and ‘Officer’ depicts a person who represents.  

 

The focal point is that when I say “Chief Leadership Officer” it is 

important to mention here, the title is not being given to an 

authority or power centered senior position within the 

organizational hierarchy, instead I am giving recognition 

through this title to a great leader – a leader who represents 

multidimensional leadership roles as per the CLO equation with 

the highest level of inspiration. In a nutshell, Chief Leadership 

Officer is a recognition title not a position title and there are 

many like me who believe that great leaders are also humans 

and humans need recognition. It is noteworthy that to become a 

Chief Leadership Officer is challenging and demanding but this 

book will guide the leaders about performing all four functions 

of CLO in an inspiring way, further it will also tell about the 

characteristics of CLO and how one leader can develop these in 

himself. The most interesting part of book is a detailed 

discussion of personality type a CLO must possess.  

 

Since you have read the “About Chief Leadership Officer” - an 

overview of this book; now it’s a time for you to explore more 

inspiring details concerning Chief Leadership Officers in the 

chapters to come. Enjoy your reading journey for learning 

milestones and to reach the destination - “Chief Leadership 

Officer" through implementation of the learning.  
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SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
 

 

 

“Effective leaders need to be flexible, and must adapt themselves 
according to the situation.” 

- Paul Hersey & Kenneth Blanchard 

 

 

A year back, one of my clients from an engineering services 

business domain hired my organization to run Leadership 

Development Program for its line managers. Most of their 

managers had an engineering background (education and work 

experience); and they from being Technical Engineers had 

reached up the managerial positions with the passage of time. 

Now the organization was facing issues due to lack of team 

management skills in its managers. My analysis of the 

organization concluded that the prime reason behind managers’ 

weak ability for team management was that the managers were 

bosses but not leaders. Bosses typically have only one style with 

which they treat everyone, whereas an effective leader has 

multiple styles which he opts according to his followers and 

situations.  
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Similar was the situation in this engineering company where one 

of the managers was totally de-linked with his subordinates and 

used to communicate with them only when the communication 

became totally inescapable. For an instance, many of his 

subordinates needed his coaching as they were freshly hired and 

lacking some ground skills needed to perform their jobs; they 

were also extremely willing to learn the things from their boss in 

order to increase their performance. Whereas some of his 

subordinates were not disciplined, nor they were highly skilled 

and also they were not so willing to perform assigned tasks so it 

was required that in order to complete his task deadlines, he 

could have used the dictatorial style for this bunch of 

subordinates. But he as a manager was heading all his assistants 

with the same delegation style where he did not interfere in any 

one’s task and used to only take monthly reports from his 

juniors. The resulting stats showed that his departmental team 

had not performed well and was not able to achieve the assigned 

goals. 

 

Another manager from same company was heading all of his 

subordinates with dictatorial style although many of his staff 

members were capable enough to perform their tasks due to 

both their high will and high skill. It is never recommended that 

people with high skills are treated with dictatorial style. And 

when this style was opted for such people the result indicated a 

high turnover of good performers since they opted for leaving 

the organization due to their boss’s authoritarian style. Similarly 

other managers of the organization had the same issue that they 

had only one style with which they used to treat all of their 

subordinates in every set of situations and thus they were never 

able to handle either the situations or subordinates in an 
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effective manner. These managers were totally lacking the idea 

of opting different styles for leading their people for better 

results. After years of practicing these things the organization 

when we took up was in serious chaos. I then decided to coach 

the managers on situational leadership so that they could 

become effective and result oriented leaders. 

 

Whatever I trained them on, will be discussed in this chapter. 

This discussion is very near to my heart since I believe that every 

effective leader must possess more than one style of leading 

different types of followers in varying circumstances, which is 

referred to as situational leadership and is one of the core roles 

to become Chief Leadership Officer in a true sense.  

 

My discussion on Situational leadership in this chapter is 

adapted from the landmark ‘Situational Leadership Theory’ 

developed by Paul Hersey, professor and author of the book 

Situational Leader, and Ken Blanchard, leadership guru and 

author of “The One Minute Manager”, while working on the 

first edition of “Management of Organizational Behavior”. The 

theory was first introduced as "Life Cycle Theory of Leadership". 

During the mid-1970s, "Life Cycle Theory of Leadership" was 

renamed as "Situational Leadership Theory". The fundamental 

behind situational leadership theory is that there is no single 

"best" style of leadership. The theory states that instead of using 

just one style, successful leaders should change their leadership 

styles based on the maturity of the people they're leading and 

the details of the task. Using this theory, leaders should be able 

to place more or less emphasis on the task, and more or less 

emphasis on the relationships with the people they're leading.  
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Peter F. Drucker  
(1909 - 2005) 

Peter Ferdinand Drucker was an Austrian-born American 
management consultant, educator, and author, whose writings 
contributed to the philosophical and practical foundations of 
the modern business corporations. 

 

 

Right: 
Paul Hersey 
(1931 - 2012) 
 
Left: 
Ken. Blanchard 
(born 1939) 

Paul Hersey, professor and author of the book ‘Situational Leader’, 
and Ken Blanchard, leadership guru and author of The One Minute 
Manager, mutually developed "Life Cycle Theory of Leadership" 
which was renamed "Situational Leadership theory" during the 
mid-1970s. 
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Situational leadership is based on the ways people respond to 

working and being led in groups. Central to understanding 

situational leadership are the key concepts of ‘follower maturity’ 

– followers’ ability and willingness to perform the tasks; ‘task 

behavior’ - the amount of guidance and direction you provide; 

‘relationship behavior’ - amount of social and emotional support 

you provide; and leadership styles - the inventory of styles for 

leading different followers in varying situations.  

 

FOLLOWER MATURITY 

 

Follower maturity is based on the ability and willingness of 

followers to perform the task. It has been described in four levels 

and indicated through M1, M2, M3 and M4:  

 

M1 (Low Skill – Low Will) – People at this level of maturity are 

at the bottom level of the scale. They lack the knowledge, skills, 

or confidence to work on their own, and they often need to be 

pushed to take the task on. 

 

M2 (Low Skill – High Will) – at this level, followers are willing 

to work on the task, but they don't have the skills to complete it 

successfully. 

 

M3 (High Skill – Low Will) – Here, followers have more skills 

than the M2 group, but they're either not willing or not confident 

in their abilities. 

 

M4 (High Skill – High Will) – These followers are able to work 

on their own. They have high confidence and strong skills, and 

they're willingly committed to the task. 
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The variables of followers’ maturity, task and relationship 

behaviors, and leader’s styles don’t operate independently of 

each other or in isolation; they are interactive.  There is no one 

best way to influence people and the leader’s behaviors will 

depend on the environment and the maturity of individual 

followers. So the key point here is that follower determines the 

leadership behaviors and style. Specifically, if a follower seems 

unwilling and uncertain about how to proceed or accomplish the 

task, leader would step in and use task behavior—instructions. 

On the other hand, if an individual is an engaged self-starter but 

lacks the ability or skill to accomplish a task, leader would 

emphasize on relationship behavior and guide the follower for 

work. The point now arises, how we can distinguish between 

task and / or relationship behaviors in detail.  

 

TASK BEHAVIOR 

 

Task behavior is the extent to which you specifically define the 

duties and responsibilities of an individual or group. Examples 

of task behavior include directing individuals on what to do, 

how to do it, and when to do it.  

 

RELATIONSHIP BEHAVIOR 

 

Relationship behavior is the extent to which you engage in a 

two-way or multidirectional communication with your 

subordinates. Such behavior includes listening, facilitating, 

praising, collaborating, counseling, consulting, and other socially 

and emotionally supportive behaviors. Studies have shown that 

leaders’ relationship behavior significantly improves follower 

performance. In particular, if you reach an impasse in the 
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conduct or progress of a project, using relationship behaviors 

can help solve the problem. 

 

But it is important to note that the old expression “You catch 

more flies with honey than you do with vinegar” may or may 

not apply to the way you lead people in situational leadership. 

Let us consider a situation where you are leading a project which 

has a deadline approaching and you are having a tight schedule 

but the team you are leading is of those who are not well trained 

and not willing to do the task, in this case having honey to catch 

flies may result in ruining the project or missing the deadline. 

The more suitable behavior in this kind of situation would be 

task behavior where leader gives direction to followers on who 

will do what and how it shall be done within this time frame. 

 

So this way the task behavior and relationship behavior are 

distinct leadership behaviors, but considered together, they help 

define four main leadership styles. The inventory of leadership 

styles which leaders can use as a combination for leading 

different kind of followers in varying situations for achieving 

desired results are:  
 

- Directing 

- Coaching  

- Persuading 

- Delegating 

 

1. DIRECTING 

 

The directing leadership style typically involves taking over a 

challenging situation and applying specific knowledge and 

experience to sail the ship in right direction. For example, a 
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business which is struggling to establish its brand, a skilled 

marketing manager can be brought in to develop a marketing 

strategy to create brand awareness. A directing-type leader will 

establish clear goals and objectives for his work area as well as 

his staff. In this style leader tell others what to do with precise 

and detailed instructions and leaves minimum room for choice 

or deviation. This style is appropriate when your followers are at 

M1 maturity level with low skill and low will to perform the 

task. In this style leader show high task focus and low 

relationship support. It means leaders want to achieve task goals 

but not interested to encourage followers. In this style sometime 

low skill and low will followers do not like their leader due to 

strictness and high task focus but sometimes in order to achieve 

the goals, directing style is a natural requirement and leaders 

must understand this point. As once Peter Drucker said 

“Effective leadership is not about making speeches or being 

liked; leadership is defined by results not attributes.” 

 

The directing leader clearly provides specific instructions, 

defines the roles and tasks of the "follower," and closely 

supervises task completion. The directing leadership style is also 

opted and found to be most effective in emergency situations 

when the followers need to be instructed in how to handle 

situation.   

 

Closely monitoring progress is also important so that leader can 

provide immediate input in case additional directions are 

required.  Key directing style behaviors include planning, 

organizing, and monitoring the work of others. For an instance 

the traditional teaching styles that focus on a structured syllabus, 

organized lectures, and standardized tests with little student 
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input into the learning process, illustrate the directing style 

where the leaders tell people what to do, how to do it and when 

to have it completed. Here the leaders assign roles and 

responsibilities, set standards, and define expectations.  

 

If we see directing style in a nutshell, then the communications 

are always one way where the leader speaks, employees 

(followers) listen and react. The only feedback leaders ask for is - 

"Do you understand what needs to be done?"  

 

In directing style, the leader is in central command who 

establishes short-term goals with specific deadlines and also 

makes most if not all decisions. When problems arise the leader 

evaluates options, makes decisions and directs employees as to 

what actions to take. Detailed instructions as to what changes 

the employee needs to make in the task are provided by leader 

where on good performance he reward and recognize people for 

following directions. 

 

2. COACHING 

 

An example of coaching is when a sales manager spends time on 

the road, while making sales calls with a struggling salesperson 

in an effort to improve his performance. In coaching style leader 

will be supportive, encouraging and consultative in interaction 

with the other person. This style is appropriate when followers 

are on M2 maturity level with low skills but high on their 

willingness to perform the assigned activity. In coaching case 

leader shows low task focus and high relationship support. It 

means leaders are more interested to encourage and guide 

followers to perform well but are not forcing them to achieve 
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goals in any defined period. Coaching works well when 

followers are already aware of their weaknesses and wish to 

improve their performance. Coaching also gets more appropriate 

when followers also realize how cultivating new abilities can 

help them advance. In short, it works best with followers who 

want to be consulted or coached by leader. The objectivity of 

coaching style is to train the followers so that in future they can 

perform well as a skilled resource.  

 

This style focuses on developing motivated individuals, showing 

them how to improve their performance, and helping to connect 

their goals to the goals of the organization. Mr. Goleman writes, 

“Coaching works best, with employees who show initiative and 

want more professional development.” But leader needs to be 

very careful with this style because it can backfire if it’s 

perceived as ‘micromanaging’ or ‘dictating’ an employee, and 

undermines his or her self-confidence. If this style were summed 

up in a phrase, it would be “Try this.”  

 

Thus coaching is a much more effective and emotionally 

intelligent style for leaders who want to build the capacity of 

others to perform tasks at hand, boost morale and get great 

bottom-line results. 

 

3. PERSUADING  

 

‘Persuading’, is a style when leader tend to sell ideas to 

encourage work interest and "sell" their message to get people 

on board.  So this style is also referred to as a "selling" style 

because the leader attempts to persuade the employees that they 

can achieve results since they have the ability to perform the job. 
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Moreover this style encourages people to voice their ideas and 

questions. In other words the leader plays more of a 

motivational role. This style is suitable when followers are on 

M3 maturity level with high skills but low will to perform the 

tasks. Here leader shows high task and high relationship 

behavior, as this style typically involves the assigning of task by 

leader and then convincing the followers to perform the task. It 

means leader want to achieve goals by involving followers but is 

also interested to encourage them. As people are on high level of 

skills so through directing style, leader is likely to destroy his 

relationship with the promising followers. Therefore persuading 

is ideal to encourage high skill and low will employees to 

convert their willingness towards work at higher side. 

 

To be a persuasive leader one has to know the secrets of 

persuasive speaking in order to connect with the people in 

environment and being able to persuasively communicate the 

vision in a way that the person can understand and buy into it. 

As James Humes said, “The art of communication is the 

language of leadership. A leader must know how the people, 

clients, suppliers or other people around want to be 

communicated.  Do they prefer e-mail, text messaging, 

Facebook, Twitter or face to face meetings? When Barack Obama 

decided to run for election in 2008, he realized that Generation Y 

would be his strongest supporters, so he did what no other 

politician was doing: he communicated with them via social 

media – he used Facebook and Twitter to reach them. He 

enlisted hip hop musicians and spoken word poets to his 

campaign. He got personal and thus succeeded by persuading 

people. 
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The art of persuasion for a leader requires him to understand the 

people he is communicating with on a personal level and get to 

know what moves them. Different people respond to different 

communication styles and the leader has to understand what 

words, gestures and tone to use with the people they are talking 

to. The second most important thing while communicating is to 

tailor the communication style according to the audience. 

Thirdly great leaders are also great listeners; they tend to read 

between the lines and speak to people’s hopes and dreams. 

Lastly a leader cannot ignore the fact that people usually get 

bored by the facts but they love stories and the most persuasive 

leaders are storytellers. They tell stories that people can relate to 

and let them jump to the conclusion themselves without trying 

to sell to them in any way. So if a leader needs to persuade 

others and get successful, he needs to become a storyteller! 

 

4. DELEGATING  

 

The delegating leadership style is also known as the laissez-faire 

style of leadership. The term laissez faire (or lais·ser faire), is 

French in origin and stands for the noninterference in the affairs 

of others. The delegating style places more of the responsibility 

on the shoulders of the followers as opposed to the leaders. This 

style is most effective with an experienced staff that can work 

independently or when leader feels confident that his followers 

are at M4 maturity level and have both the required skills and 

will to achieve the task successfully. It also allows for maximum 

creativity in how employees choose to go about accomplishing a 

task.  
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 This style shows low task focus and low relationship support at 

leader’s end because they have truly delegated the task progress 

to their subordinate and offer little or no support in interaction. 

Leader appears to abdicate (hand-over) and keep up to date on 

progress with status reviews of tasks only. Delegation is a win-

win approach when done appropriately, however that does not 

mean that you can delegate just anything or to any one. For 

delegation the leader must remember the quote of Richard E. 

Krafve that “If you picked the right man, fine, but if you picked the 

wrong man for delegation, the responsibility is yours -- not his.” 

Therefore delegating leader identifies the most appropriate 

resource (follower with high will, high skill), assigns him the 

goal and then delegates the responsibility for completion of the 

task.   

 

The leader then assumes responsibility for bird eye view 

monitoring of the followers progress against the requirements 

necessary to complete the task. People, who have the skills to 

analyze situations, and the confidence to implement decisions, 

may thrive under this style of leadership. Followers at this level 

have less need for support or frequent praise, although as with 

anyone, occasional recognition is always welcome. 

 

Leaders using this style in the respective situations usually 

explain or get agreement on what has to be accomplished and 

when it must be completed. The how-to-do-it part of the 

equation is left up to the employee. Responsibility and authority 

are given to employees to get the job done. In summary it means 

that the specific goals and deadlines are established when the 

task is initially delegated. However the decisions as to how the 

task will be accomplished are left to the employee. Employees 
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have the power to take action to achieve the desired goals. For 

feedbacks, mostly the leaders don't provide, rather require 

feedback and ask employees to identify their key "lessons 

learned. And then they reward and recognize people who 

demonstrate the ability to work independently, make decisions, 

and get the job done. 

 

Since it is a very sensitive style to opt as the responsibility and 

decision making is being shifted to someone else, so there are 

some cautions that leaders must take while using the delegating 

Style i.e. challenge people but don't overwhelm them; show 

confidence in the person's ability to get the job done; don't over 

delegate to the same one or two "star" performers; and when 

delegating a long-term project must establish specific follow up 

dates. 

 

THE SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP GRID 

 

Leadership grid helps leaders in many ways. If a leader has 

assigned a task to someone and the job does not quite get done 

well enough, one of the most likely reasons is that: 

 
- The leader has delegated the task to someone who is 

unwilling - or unable - to complete the job, and have then 

remained relatively uninvolved or 'hands-off', or 
 

- The leader may have been too directive or 'hands-on' with a 

capable person who was quite able to complete the 

assignment with little assistance from leader; here the leader 

just ended up de-motivating that follower. 
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Consequently, it is critical that the leader’s style of interaction 

matches with follower’s maturity; the leadership grid helps 

leaders find this appropriate style. 

 

The best value of a situational leader is his ability to adjust 

according to what is happening. Depending on followers' 

competences in their task areas and their will to perform, a 

leader’s style may vary from one person to another. Sometimes a 

leader may also lead the same person one way sometimes and 

another way at other times. To be effective, the leaders must 

have a solid understanding of how their emotions and actions 

affect the people around them. The better a leader relates to and 

works with others, the more successful he or she will be. Thus 

emotional intelligence is one key element that gives enough 

flexibility to a leader that makes him easily move into the 

leadership grid while changing his styles with varying situations 

and followers (Emotional intelligence is the ability to understand 

and manage your own emotions, and those of the people around 

you. People with a high degree of emotional intelligence know 

what they're feeling, what their emotions mean, and how these 

emotions can affect other people). Emotionally intelligent leaders 

(having high emotional quotient - EQ) are flexible in adapting 

their leadership style to those they are leading. As a leader you 

will engage employees by being socially savvy regarding which 

leadership style would be the most appropriate with certain 

personalities and in specific situations. 
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The Situational Leadership Grid 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Leaders using the aforementioned situational leadership grid 

must be able to implement the alternative leadership styles as 

needed. To do this, they have to understand the maturity of 

followers and then use the style that best fits. In terms of the 

appropriate style-situation match ups, situational leadership 

grid suggests the following. 

 

Coaching 

Role: Polite guidance while 
encouraging ideas 

 

Followers have 

M2: Low Skill & High Will 

Persuading 

Role: Explain ideas to 
encourage work interest 

 

Followers have 

M3: High Skill & Low Will 

Delegating 

Role: Allow people to take 
self decisions 

 

Followers have 

M4: High Skill & High Will 

Directing 

Role: Assign Task and closely 
supervise 

 

Followers have 

M1: Low Skill & Low Will 

High Relationship Focus 

Low Relationship Focus 
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When follower maturity (i.e will and skill to perform) is high at 

M4, the situational leadership grid calls for a delegating style 

which might be described as offering minimal leadership 

intervention. The style is one of turning over decisions to 

followers who have high task readiness based on abilities, 

willingness and confidence about task accomplishment. When 

follower maturity is low, by contrast, the model calls for the 

directing style with its emphasis on task directed behaviors. This 

style works best in this situation of low maturity (M1), by giving 

instructions and bringing structure to a situation where 

followers lack capability and are unwilling or insecure about 

their tasks. 

 

The persuading style is recommended for M3 maturity level 

situations. Here, followers are capable but unwilling to perform 

the tasks. As you might expect, this style with its emphasis on 

relationships and tasks is supposed to help share ideas to 

encourage work interest in followers and thus draw forth 

understanding and task confidence to get results. Alternatively 

the coaching style is recommended for M2 maturity level 

situations. Here, followers lack the skill but are willing or 

confident about the task. In this case, the coaching style’s 

emphasis on polite task guidance is designed to facilitate 

performance through explanation thereby keeping relationships 

with followers in high spirits. 

 

Leaders should be flexible and adjust their styles as followers 

and situations change over time. The Situational Leadership also 

implies that if the correct styles are used in lower-maturity 

situations, followers will mature and grow in their abilities and 

confidence. This willingness to understand follower 
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development and respond with flexibility allows the leader to 

become less directive as the followers mature. 

 

Precisely the above discussion concludes that an effective leader 

behaves differently depending upon the situation and followers 

involved, and conveniently moves from one quadrant of 

leadership grid to another for achieving results. Whereas this 

movement or shifting between the quadrants will be easy if the 

leader uses his emotional intelligence. 

 

Box – 2.1 
Interlinking Follower Maturity, Leadership Behaviors & Styles 

 
The Situational leadership describes four leadership styles. The 
style a leader uses is based on importance of task or relationship, 
and follower's maturity level as shown in the following table: 

 

Follower 
Maturity 

Leadership 
Behavior 

Leadership 
Style 

Guidance 

M1 
 

(Low Will 
& Low 
Skill) 

High Task 
& 

Low 
Relationship 

Directing When the followers cannot do the job 
and are unwilling or afraid to try, 
then the leader must take a highly 
directive role. Directing requires 
leaders to define the roles and tasks of 
the followers, and supervise them 
closely. Decisions are made solely by 
leaders and communication is one-
way. Directing is also used when the 
issue is serious or comes with drastic 
consequences if not successful. The 
leader maintains a directive position 
to ensure all required actions are 
completed. Relationship oriented 
behavior should be minimal as it can 
make you seem too easy and 
rewarding of poor performance. 
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M2 
(High Will 

& Low 
Skill) 

Low Task 
& 

High 
Relationship 

 

Coaching 
 

Coaching approach is most 
appropriate when the followers have 
high willingness but low ability for 
the task at hand. As followers are low 
at skill, so leader should act as a coach 
to enhance follower’s ability on the 
assigned tasks. Decisions remain the 
leader's prerogative, but 
communication is much more two-
way. Followers needing coaching 
require guidance and supervision 
because they are still relatively 
inexperienced, but they also need 
support and praise to build their self-
esteem, and involvement to restore 
their commitment. While Coaching, 
the leader spends time listening, 
advising, and helping the follower 
gain necessary skills in order to do 
the task autonomously next time.  

M3 
(Low Will 

& High 
Skill) 

High Task 
& 

High 
Relationship 

Persuading Persuasion as a leadership approach 
is most appropriate when the 
followers have low willingness but 
high ability for the task at hand. 
Persuading works when the follower 
has the skill to do assigned tasks, but 
is refusing / reluctant to do it or 
showing a lack of commitment. The 
leader should find out why the 
followers are refusing and then work 
to persuade them to cooperate. 
The key to persuasive leadership is 
assigning the task to these skilled 
followers and then in order to get the 
task done, motivating, convincing 
and building confidence in people! 
Clarifying task details is unnecessary 
as the follower already knows what to 
do but lacks the motivation to act. 
Persuading also involves listening, 
praising, and making the followers 
feel good when they show the 
necessary commitments for success. 
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M4 
(High Will 

& High 
Skill) 

Low Task 
& 

Low 
Relationship 

Delegating Followers are very self-directed at 
this level and are able to make their 
own decisions. Because of their high 
level of motivation, they also do not 
need a relationship behavior. In larger 
projects, individuals at this level of 
maturity are often sub-project leads 
or team leads. Leaders should rely on 
delegating when the follower can do 
the job and is motivated to do it. 
Delegating still keeps the leader 
involved in the decisions and 
problem-solving, but execution is 
mostly in the hands of the followers. 
Because the follower has the most 
control, he is responsible for 
communicating information back up 
to the leader.  

 

 

SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP AND CHIEF 

LEADERSHIP OFFICER 

 

“Chief Leadership Officer” is one who is able to behave 

differently depending upon the situation and the people 

involved. CLO must develop his/her own skills to lead from 

each of the four quadrants of situational leadership grid and 

effectively work with others to achieve the defined goals. In 

simple words, Chief Leadership Officer must possess the skills 

and understanding to assess the scenario being faced as well as 

the followers that he has to lead and manage these followers in 

the given scenario while using the right leadership styles. 

Considering that there are four basic types of leadership – 

directing, persuading, coaching and delegating – a CLO acts in 

the moment, choosing the best style for the challenge at hand. 
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Chief Leadership Officers can take a few lessons from Jerry 

Seinfeld; world’s highest paid American comedian who still goes 

to nightclubs several times a week to study his audience. By 

getting to know different audiences, he is able to adapt his 

routine to suit each situation. This adaptive style of Seinfeld is a 

key of his success and is a lesson for CLOs, when developing 

their leadership style.   

 

Seinfeld says there is a lot of information in laughter.  By the 

timbre in the voices, he can tell what type of audience he is 

dealing with. The ability to deliver the right lines to the right 

audience has made him the wealthiest (a net worth around $800 

million in 2010) and most famous comedian. No doubt, CLOs 

would want to match his style and success. 

 

Like Seinfeld reads the audience it is important for Chief 

Leadership Officer to determine the level of followers. Once this 

is ascertained, the best fit leadership style can be opted to get 

results. This assessment of followers can be done by CLO 

through two-way lines of communication, which are paramount 

to understand followers – CLO must be able to hear the audience 

clapping, booing and hissing.  

 

Another way to see that how CLO can adapt situational 

leadership, research explains that leader can know which 

leadership style will be most effective in a given situation 

through six steps. First, a leader should take an overview of the 

individual team members and required tasks in light of the 

ultimate goal; secondly, evaluate the team members on each 

task; thirdly, decide which leadership style could fit with each 

task; fourth, discuss the tasks and situations with the team 
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members; fifth, make a plan with the input of the team members 

(where required); and lastly, follow up for goal achievement. 

 

Chief Leadership Officers must be the good actors because they 

should know how to adapt their leadership style according to 

situation and followers. They must be able to hide fear; panic 

and anxiety with a great sense of self-confidence and become 

great believers in whatever leadership style they’ve chosen. They 

must also display extreme self-confidence. Like good actors, 

CLOs “become” the character in that moment, and their success 

depends greatly on the purity of their belief. If they don’t believe 

in what they are doing and the type of leadership role they’ve 

adopted, they’ll come across as fake.  A good acting is one of the 

strategies CLOs use to communicate with credibility and build 

trust among their people. 

 

Apple Inc., a very famous multinational company, which 

designs, develops, and sells consumer electronics, computer 

software and personal computers. The success of Apple relies on 

the outstanding situational leadership. Some of the people say 

that Steve Jobs (Founder & Former CEO of Apple Inc.) is a 

special example of a leader who dominated his company 

employees and guided them rightly with his directing/ 

dictatorial leadership style and unmatchable vision. According 

to Richard Branson (an English business magnate and investor, 

best known as the founder of Virgin Group, which comprises 

more than 400 companies.)  “Steve Jobs’s leadership style was 

autocratic; he had a meticulous eye for detail, and surrounded 

himself with like-minded people to follow his lead.” When we 

explore the Autocratic Leadership style, we acknowledge that 

sometimes the autocratic style can work in a situation when the 
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leader has a crystal clear vision, a tight time frame, and has a lot 

of personal knowledge.  

 

Steve on the other hand also had persuading style as he was able 

to bring a change in the thinking of his followers and being 

visionary in implementing transformation in the organization 

performance. Evidence of Steve Jobs motivating and inspiring 

his employees is when Job first spoke of any new idea to his 

employees not everyone thought it to be a successful product 

also at times the employees were not keen on working on such 

new ideas. But Jobs along with his employees was able to 

convert the innovative ideas into a technology which changed 

the way digital technology is used today, whether it is the 

Macintosh computer or the ipad or iphone. It was Job’s 

leadership which motivated and inspired Apple team to develop 

valuable products. Job convinced his employees to reach nearly 

impossible goals. He used inspiring speeches to keep his 

employees motivated and convey his innovative ideas to them.  

 

The delegating style is also evident from Steve’s interview with 

Morris (2008) where he says that ‘if he has hired good people 

and they have potential he would give them a business and 

leave them to run on their own and when a good idea comes, 

part of my job is to move it around, just see what different 

people think, get people talking about it, get ideas moving 

among that group of 100 people, get different people together to 

explore different aspects of it’.  
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Steve Jobs  

(1955 – 2011) 

The man behind 
Apple Inc. today! 
 

 

Jerry Seinfeld  
(born 1954) 

An American 
Comedian & Producer 
best known for 
specializing in 
observational humor. 
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We also saw Job in the coaching style when gave a new idea to 

his self-motivated employees, he did coach them at first and 

inspired them and then the employees surprised him with the 

best of their performance.  

 

Steve fitted well with all four leadership styles. So he could be 

the good example of a leader who adopted the situational 

leadership very well and got the outcome of success in shape of 

Apple Inc. The situational leadership example of Steve Jobs is a 

guideline for all leaders who want to be Chief Leadership 

Officers in a true sense.  

 

Based on my leadership learning, my own experience of leading 

others as well as that of being led in early ages of my career, I 

think situational leadership would be a very effective leadership 

approach to achieve results. So, being the author of this book 

“Chief Leadership Officer” it is my advice to leaders that they 

must go for multiple leadership styles in order to deal with 

evolving problems and difficult situations. For instance, in a 

department of any organization, different employees have 

different capabilities; in first case some employees can perfectly 

finish a task by their selves when provided with a goal, in 

second case others could be unwilling but able to do the task 

very well. Thus, delegating can be used with the first case 

employees, while persuading will be more effective with second 

case employees. 
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LEADERSHIP IN CRISIS 
 

 

 

When written in Chinese, the word 'crisis' is composed of two 

characters. One represents danger and the other represents 

opportunity. 

- John F. Kennedy 

 

The above quote reminded me of the good old days of 1992 

cricket World Cup held at Australia and New Zealand where we 

observed the outstanding ‘leadership in crisis’ by Imran Khan 

(Pakistan’s cricket team captain at that time) who appeared in a 

heroic way. For Pakistan and specifically for Imran Khan the 

victory in World Cup meant a lot, as he had the mission to build 

a charity based cancer hospital for the poor and underprivileged 

people of Pakistan for whom the expensive ‘cancer’ treatment 

was beyond affordability. World Cup victory was the only thing 

which could help Imran in his fund raising campaign for 

hospital as he knew it very well that people of Pakistan had a 

craze for cricket, and therefore winning the World Cup 

definitely meant Pakistani public enormously donating for the 

cause. But quite opposite to Imran’s anticipation, the World Cup 

started with serious crisis situations for Pakistan Cricket Team.  
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The team faced a difficult beginning in World Cup as they lost 

their key match-winning players; Waqar Younis – who was 

bowling at his fastest at that time - had to return home due to 

injury and caused a huge blow, Saeed Anwar – one of the key 

batsmen - fell unfit and was not able to join the team. In addition 

to this Imran himself faced a shoulder injury and carried it 

throughout the tournament.  

 

So for Pakistani Team, the crisis had started even before playing 

the first match. The injuries of some players left an impact on 

rest of the team’s performance, where everyone observed a poor 

start of Pakistani Team in the tournament, as West Indies 

defeated Pakistan by 10 wickets in their first match. Second 

match was with Zimbabwe - comparatively a low quality team 

from others - somehow Pakistan was able to win that match and 

got 2 points on points table. But crisis again stroked the 

confidence of Green Shirts (Team Pakistan) after when they 

played their third match against England and Team Pakistan 

went all out for 74 runs (considered as a very poor performance 

in one day cricket) and England were on their way to win the 

match at 24/1 in only 8 overs - and all hopes of victory were 

dead - when suddenly out of nowhere heavens decided to open 

up and the match was rained out giving Pakistan an all-

important 1 point on the points table. Zahid Fazal, one of the 

members of Pakistan's 1992 World Cup winning team, while 

recalling the memorable tournament says, “After we were 

bowled out for 74, we packed our bags [because we thought we 

were finished]. But Imran insisted his single minded belief ‘we 

would still win the World Cup’." Laughing, Fazal said his 

teammate Wasim Akram had joked that Khan, who would turn 

40 later that same year, had ‘gone senile’”.  
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Up: Imran Khan wearing 
Cornered Tiger T-Shirt. 

 

Down: Khan during his 
Speech after receiving the 

World Cup’ 92 

Some happy moments from 
final game in WC’ 92 
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The fourth match was with India, and cricketing history tells that 

people of Pakistan can bear to loose from other teams but not 

from India due to strong old rivalries between two countries on 

many political and boundary fronts.  But sad news hit Pakistan, 

as India won that game by 43 runs and it seemed that winning 

the World Cup is like a dream to Pakistan. Crisis did not stop 

here but reached its peak, as Pakistan lost the fifth match to 

South Africa by 20 runs. After losing to South Africa it was then 

obvious that men in green (Team Pakistan) will soon take a flight 

to their motherland. But during that crisis and despite everyone 

saying that Pakistan is no more into it, Imran – the captain – 

believed that Pakistan will win the World Cup. Imran’s defining 

statement that “our team is not out of the World Cup yet” made 

critics laugh.  

 

The situation faced by Team Pakistan was depicting one 

character of crisis “danger” of losing World Cup but on the other 

hand Imran Khan was seeing the other character “opportunity” 

to win the cup through the leader’s eye. He motivated his team 

to fight like a cornered tiger. He wanted and motivated his team 

to play in an aggressive style with an aim to win rather than 

playing a defensive game.  While the cricketing pundits had 

written the team off, Imran was sure of a comeback and used his 

ability to keep the team united and rejuvenated the strengths 

which the players could use effectively. He knew how to lead 

from the front and was sure that the team was capable of a 

comeback. For a leader it’s very important to accept the failures 

in crisis and make a new strategy to achieve success in the next 

battle, Imran did the same. Now Pakistan needed to win last 

three matches to get a chance to reach in semifinal. Aaqib Javed 

(one of the winning 11 members of 92 World Cup team) in an 
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interview recalls Imran Khan’s vibrant move the night before 

match against Australia. He describes that, Imran came to the 

dressing room wearing his cornered tiger t-shirt and said “I have 

thought long and hard, spent a lot of time on this and now I 

have figured it out: from here, we will not look back. People are 

announcing your return flights but I am trying to figure out who 

we will play in the final. Not for a second should you think that 

we are going back. Just think about the MCG (Melbourne Cricket 

Ground), the final. I am thinking about it already. From today 

onward, we will beat these guys and I’m sure nothing and no 

one can stop us. Everything is coming together for us now.” 

Imran made his team clear about the goal of winning all the 

remaining matches to come out from the dangerous situation of 

crisis, and it is not an exaggeration that Team Pakistan fought 

like corner tigers as per the instruction of their leader and won 

the match against Australia by 48 runs and then they never 

looked back after that win.   

 

Next, the Green Team won their seventh match from Srilanka by 

4 wickets. The eighth match was with New Zealand (which 

remained yet an unbeatable team throughout tournament), 

Pakistan won that match by 7 wickets. Team achieved its goal of 

winning all the three remaining matches before semifinal. Here 

points table also helped Team Pakistan to reach in semifinal after 

Australia won the match from West Indies by 57 runs. In 

semifinal, the Green Team played against New Zealand and the 

Kiwis put up a huge total of 262 to chase. Just when everybody 

was thinking that Pakistan Team would be coming home 

tonight, Imran displayed another triumph card, the young 

rookie Inzamam, whose quick fire 60 from 37 balls eventually 

led Pakistan to a victory with just one over to spare. Beating the 
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favorites in two straight games was a huge task and now people 

knew that the real magician at work is never short of tricks. 

Around 88,000 people flocked to see the World Cup final at the 

Melbourne Cricket Ground, where Team England was the 

favorite. After luckily winning the toss, Pakistan had a shaky 

start with Aamir Sohail (Opening batsman) coming back to 

pavilion at 20-1.  

 

This was a time to put real leadership to test. Instead of relying 

on someone else to steer the team out of crisis, Imran 

surprisingly joined the field himself to fight the battle on his 

own. He never looked nervous, confused or shaky. A strong 

partnership with Javed Miandad along with a personal 

contribution of valuable 72 runs, Imran led the team to a fighting 

total of 249. In their turn when Team England was trying hard to 

get to the total, Pakistani bowlers did the damage with the ball. 

Imran’s decision to bring his lethal front man Wasim Akram 

back on the attack – at a time when Lamb and Fairbrother 

(England players) were steady - showed that he knew how to 

break the opponent’s back. Then the time came when the 

impossible had been made possible and standards of true and 

flawless leadership in crisis had been shown. Pakistan Team had 

beaten England by 22 runs and lift up the trophy under the 

leadership of Imran Khan. Pakistan got its World Cup.  

 

While reminiscing the vivacious memories of the World Cup 

win, Aaqib Javed in his interview commented that, “The right 

mental approach is vital. A coach, manager, captain or even any 

other senior player can be the pivotal person. For us, it was 

Imran Khan. It was all him. The ‘92 World Cup belonged to him 

and his mind-set. It was his brainchild. If it weren’t for him 
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there’s no way we could have even thought about winning, let 

alone reach the final”. 

 

Of course Imran was proud of the World Cup but he was mainly 

motivated for the hospital for which he faced the chain of crisis 

during tournament but ultimately achieved the goal as after 

winning the cup, people of Pakistan donated more than their 

capacity and made Imran able to build the Cancer Trust Hospital 

with the name Shaukat Khanum Memorial Hospital, now 

working successfully from more than two decades.   

 

The above story depicts that great leaders find opportunities in 

crisis, neither do they get de-motivated during disasters nor they 

stop putting in their efforts, rather they prepare themselves and 

their teams to face the crisis situations by leading from the front 

and motivating the team to fight against problems in a brave 

manner. Lee Lacocca (an American businessman and former 

Ford President) said “We are continuously faced by great 

opportunities brilliantly disguised as insoluble problems.” 

Leaders know this fact therefore always look for opportunities 

hidden in apparent difficulties. It’s relatively easy to lead a team 

when things are going well. But what separates good leaders 

from great leaders is how they guide their teams when the chips 

are down. 

 

A crisis is any event that is, or is expected to lead to, an unstable 

and dangerous situation affecting an individual, group, 

organization, community, or whole society. Crises are deemed to 

be negative changes in the security, economic, political, societal, 

or environmental affairs, especially when they occur abruptly, 

with little or no warning. More loosely, it is a term meaning 'a 
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testing time' or an 'emergency event'. Crisis has no borders or 

boundaries. They can happen anytime, anywhere, and to any 

organization—profit, not-for-profit, public, or private. The 

interconnectedness of the global economy and its political 

realities can magnify the ripple effect of any single crisis, making 

it a common feature of corporate life. Crisis is a universal reality 

and leadership during crisis is increasingly important because in 

today’s arena, crises are less predictable, longer lasting, and 

infinitely more costly. From the corporate boardroom to the 

modern combat zone, spanning city hall to small business, 

leaders around the globe deal with the challenges of crisis. Now 

there is question that how leaders can face them? Leading from 

the front, concentrating on the core purpose, assembling the 

right team, lessening the danger, openly communicating, and 

finding opportunities in crisis … are some of the answers. 

 

1. LEADING FROM THE FRONT 

 

During periods of crisis, people look for a strong leader who can 

lead from the front. They don’t look to committees or to teams 

but they look for a confident, visibly engaged leader to pull them 

through. It is the role of the leader to do many things at many 

times. At a minimum, a crisis leader must be visible, poised, 

courageous, committed, and attentive. If an individual’s job 

during a crisis is to lead, then he must take on the roll and do it 

well. He must understand that it is important for people to see 

him facing the challenges. He must create opportunities or 

visibility and use the power of his role as a leader to provide 

assurance, direction, and inspiration. It is important that during 

crisis leader must be visible to the followers rather than hiding 

behind the scene however, the visible leader must present the 
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right image. A crisis can quickly expose a leader’s hidden 

strengths as well as his core weaknesses. Leaders who handle 

crisis best were those who thought of others before they thought 

of themselves. Fortunately crisis frequently brings out composed 

behavior, courage, commitment and many other positive 

behaviors in many leaders.   

 

During the crisis, a leader’s first mechanism to contain distress 

must be to contain himself and do not lose composure. If a 

leader remains composed during crisis and indicates through his 

calm manner that the situation is serious but there is no reason 

for a fright, he reduces the panic and anxiety in followers.  

 

Courage is a second important factor for leaders in crisis. 

Demonstrating courage is one action that is crucial if a leader 

thinks to mobilize people to prevent, mitigate, or learn from 

crisis. Many of the great leaders in history made their 

reputations through their courageous efforts during crisis; often 

in the face of significant uncertainty and resistance. Courage is 

not the absence of fear, but the ability to act in its presence. 

Whether a leader is the departmental director or a corporate 

CEO, if the resources are being threatened, it is imperative that 

he demonstrates courage and accept responsibility for dealing 

with the situation. Demonstrating courage is one action that is 

indispensable if a leader expects to mobilize people to prevent, 

mitigate, or learn from a crisis. A demonstration of courage is 

central to crisis leadership because it signals the leader’s 

willingness to act against one’s own and other’s short-term 

interests to avoid heavy long-term costs. Additionally, it puts 

members on notice of the need for action. 
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During the crisis, no one may have control, but a leader can 

assume control. That is, you do not control the disaster — be it 

man-made or natural — but you can control the response. A 

leader puts himself into the action and brings the people and 

resources to bear. Think of Red Adair, who made a name for 

himself putting out oil fires that no one else could. A raging 

blaze may seem uncontrollable but Adair knew could control the 

way it was extinguished. *(Red Adair was an American oil well 

firefighter. He became notable as an innovator in the highly specialized 

and extremely hazardous profession of extinguishing and capping 

blazing, erupting oil well blowouts, both land-based and offshore.) 

 

While leading from front the leader must remain composed. Not 

only does this apply to personal demeanor — a leader can never 

afford to lose composure — it applies to the leader’s ability to 

adapt rapidly. A hallmark of a crisis is its ability to change 

quickly; your first response may not be your final response. In 

these situations, a leader cannot be wedded to a single strategy. 

He must continue to take in new information, listen carefully 

and consult with the frontline experts who know what’s 

happening. 

 

The leader must also show that he is committed to see the task 

through to successful completion. A leader, who demonstrates 

the ability to accept the harsh reality brought on by the crisis, yet 

continues to persevere, demonstrates a personal investment in 

the team and the mission. Determination sends a clear message 

about the leader’s commitment and creates an opportunity for 

the team to rally to achieve a common goal. Similarly, if a leader 

signals a lack of personal investment in the team and mission, he 
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presents an invitation to the people who are uncommitted to 

dismiss his perspectives and push his agenda aside. 

 

Leaders must know that no matter how bad things are, they will 

get worse. Faced with bad news, many leaders cannot believe 

that things could really be so grim. Consequently, they try to 

convince the bearers of bad news that things aren’t so bad, and 

swift action can make problems go away. This causes leaders to 

undershoot the mark in terms of corrective actions. As a 

consequence, they wind up taking a series of steps, none of 

which is powerful enough to correct the downward spiral. It is 

far better for leaders to anticipate the worst and get out in front 

of it. If they restructure their cost base for the worst case, they 

can get their organization healthy for the turnaround when it 

comes and take advantage of opportunities that present 

themselves. 

 

2. CONCENTRATION ON THE CORE 

PURPOSE 

 

When people understand and follow their purpose, that puts 

meaning into their life, they work for it whether any storm stop 

them. A person who had a greater meaning for living, he/she 

lived but those that had lost purpose, they died. The same can be 

said for organizations. An organization that has a relevant and 

acknowledged purpose can survive even in the worst crisis. On 

the contrary, an organization which has no clear purpose or a 

“valueless” purpose such as simply raising capital most of the 

time failed in the early stages of crisis.  Successful leaders know 

they must understand their organization’s core purpose and 

then ensure that their people appreciate and support it. Both the 
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leader and the people of an organization must believe in 

something higher than themselves. In planning for crisis, 

identifying the organization’s core purpose is essential as it will 

provide a foundation for every action and decision. The late 

Christopher Reeve (famous for his Character Portrayal of 

‘Superman’) once said "If you don't have a vision, nothing 

happens." 

 

Leaders must ensure they don’t lose sight of their ultimate goal. 

Regardless of where a leader is in which stage of a crisis, it is 

imperative that he maintain perspective. Occasionally, leaders 

get so caught up in the action and energy that they lose their 

perspective, their wisdom. Franko Bernabe, CEO who 

successfully transformed Italy’s large energy industrial group 

Eni, was very much aware of this trap. He understood that 

executives leading their companies through crisis often don’t 

have time to think. They don’t have the time to tune-in to their 

organization and environment; they only have time to react. 

Consequently, he walked to work every day. He said that this 

gave him an extra half hour to think. Bernabe believed that the 

ability to step away and think clearly is one of the most critical 

skills a crisis leader must have. The intended image captures the 

mental activity of stepping back in the midst of action and 

asking, ‘What’s really going on here?’ 

 

An organization’s purpose must align its values and its reality. If 

a company’s leaders or personnel are acting contrary to the 

business’ core purpose, values, or environmental reality; crisis, 

in some form, is sure to develop. The leader must define what 

the future should look like, align structures and processes, and 

inspire people to make it happen despite obstacles.   
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Where the purpose and values are the foundation of the 

organization’s vision, a leader can leverage this vision as a 

rallying point to provide stability to employees during a crisis. 

But to make this vision truly credible, the leader must embody 

and be seen living the organization’s purpose and values. 

Successful crisis leaders know that a purpose, value, and vision 

system that have been effectively communicated so employees 

understand them, feel ownership of them, and endorse them, 

become a powerful influencing tool during crisis. The vision, 

grounded in values, will clarify what is, and is not important to 

the organization. Additionally it can serve as a compass for 

action, providing direction and stability to people who become 

unhinged by the crisis. A leader must also remain mindful of his 

organization’s purpose and vision when overseeing the crisis 

planning. The vision will ensure that crisis actions are in line 

with the mission, goals, and objectives of the organization. 

During the crisis, a successful leader can provide stability and 

security as well as reduce anxiety by consistently returning to 

the organization’s values and vision.  

 

Also for success, a leader must periodically reassess the 

organization’s purpose and values to ensure they remain 

relevant to the current and future environment. He should look 

at how well the purpose prepared the organization to identify or 

avoid a crisis and if it enabled or hindered the response. Based 

on the outcome of the analysis, the leader may want to realign or 

redefine the organization’s purpose to make it more relevant to 

the environment, current and future operations, and especially 

crisis. 
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3. ASSEMBLE THE RIGHT TEAM 

 

No leader is smart enough to single handedly solve all the 

challenges that an organization encounters when in crisis. 

Leader needs to have the right people at the table to manage the 

issue. This team is likely to be changed depending on the nature 

of crisis. Additionally, while one team focuses on crisis 

management, other team members need to continue to drive the 

organization, ensuring it stays operational and focused. A leader 

must continuously nurture his personal relationships to develop 

a shared identity or bond with every team member of crisis. It is 

this bond that keeps a team member engaged and committed 

when faced with danger or the impulse to flee. A leader should 

also promote trust and understanding and foster an open and 

forgiving environment. He must provide feedback to his people. 

Leaders must not forget the external stakeholders of the 

organization. If they feel a sense of connectedness and shared 

identity, they will be willing to support and sacrifice. 

 

While assembling the team a leader must assign the roles in way 

that they get the world off their shoulders. In a crisis, many 

leaders act like Atlas, carrying the weight of the world on their 

shoulders. They go into isolation, and think they can solve the 

problem themselves. In reality, leaders must have the help of all 

their people to devise solutions and to implement them. This 

means bringing people into their confidence, asking them for 

help and ideas, and gaining their commitment to painful 

corrective actions. 

 

Leaders must select team members, who are superfluous with 

intellectual integrity and who are willing to confront reality at all 
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times with total honesty. Leaders need to select team members 

who are results oriented, i.e., not only are they willing to talk the 

talk, but they are also willing to walk the talk. Results based 

team members are doers and they focus on finding the right 

solutions. Leaders ought to select team members who are not 

afraid to make decisions. They cannot be afraid to make 

decisions that are based upon empirical evidence whether in 

whole or in part. 

 

4. LESSEN THE DANGER 

 

When a crisis presents itself, leaders must take decisive action to 

facilitate damage control and move the crisis out of danger. 

People will feel that the danger is retreating when they see the 

leader is paying attention. People want to see their leaders 

during a crisis. The leader must be physically on the scene as 

soon as possible. His physical presence sends a loud and clear 

signal that he thinks this situation is extremely important. 

Similarly, a leader’s absence sends the message that he has other 

priorities. It gives him the opportunity to embrace his central 

leadership role, capture the initiative, seize power and take 

control. To lessen the danger leader must think on various 

solutions but all solutions should be evaluated with pros and 

cons or a SWOT [strengths, weaknesses opportunities and 

threats] analysis. This evaluation does not have to take a long 

time. It can be simply done with a pen and paper in the room. 

During any crisis, a leader should consult with experts and focus 

on fresh, critical thought as well; but remain continuously 

attentive that conventional wisdom may be what allowed the 

crisis to unfold. After leader has the final option in front of him, 

he must take a break and ensure his team does the same. This is 
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a critical step; leader has to stop for a while before making a 

decision. Crises are unexpected and usually require an 

immediate reaction, but this calm moment of reflection may only 

delay the reaction by a few minutes or hours. Being logical in 

leaders’ reaction will yield better results. 

 

Upon facing or getting to know of a crisis, leader needs to take a 

moment to figure out what’s going on so that they can assess the 

mass of danger. An executive among my contacts; experienced a 

major disruption in service to his company. He was the person 

in charge and he told me that at the first response meeting after 

the incident, everyone started talking at once. The chatter was 

only a nervous response — not constructive — so he called for a 

subsequent meeting in an hour’s time. This also helped to 

impose order on a chaotic situation and eventually made 

everyone able to come up with a better survival strategy to help 

them get out of the mess and minimize the effects of danger that 

was faced upfront. 

 

Rigorous strategic planning can assist your organization to 

clarify its goals and deploy the available resources in a manner 

that is consistent with the planning. It also assists in maintaining 

the focus of your organization on those issues. It may also assist 

in averting some unexpected developments and help mitigate 

others. Thus, sound strategic planning can enable your 

organization transcends the circumstances you are encountering 

and avoid the panic of entering crisis management. 

 

Realistically, the crisis situations, whether large or small, can 

enter our lives instantly. “The attitude of those responding to the 

crisis and the cohesive nature of the teams involved is critical to 
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the success of the effort. To mitigate any encountered situation, 

the organization must first recognize what is being encountered. 

It is this detection that influences the organization’s ability to 

mitigate the encountered event(s). Clearly, the scale and scope of 

the event can and most likely will produce complex and difficult 

situations that must be handled. In some instances, the initial 

response by organizational leaders/managers is to deny that an 

event has taken place that requires the organization to respond. 

This assumption results in the belief that no changes or reactions 

are needed within the organization. These leaders suggest that 

the issue is outside their realm of influence and that by pulling 

together they can wither the storm. There is a very large body of 

both literature and practical real-world experience that indicates 

that ignoring an event will not make the event disappear. 

 

When crisis strikes, a leader must initially think like an EMT 

(Emergency Medical Technician). He must identify the problem 

and determine along with his team what actions his organization 

can take to stabilize the situation. These actions may only be 

technical solutions, but they will buy the crisis action team time 

to implement the appropriate actions form the crisis action plan. 

With the crisis action team in execution mode, the leader should 

continue to search for new and decisive ways to facilitate 

damage control and move the crisis out of the danger zone. At 

this point, information is critical to the leader but it’s also one of 

his biggest challenges. His problem may be that there is too little 

information available, or it may be that there’s far too much, 

with no way to sift out what is important.  
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5. OPENLY COMMUNICATE 

 

Another issue that must be part of any discussion on leadership 

in crisis is the issue of communication. The communication 

process is critical during normal business operations; however, it 

takes on an even more criticality during a crisis. If leaders 

neglect to talk with their teams in bad times, followers will start 

rumors to fill the silence - and this is precisely what you don’t 

want to happen. Followers know there is a crisis, so it is 

important for leader to communicate with them. Share the 

problem, the options, and the evaluation plan. Also outline how 

others can provide input, until the crisis is resolved. When 

return to normal operations, communicate what you’ve learned 

with the team. Failing to communicate quickly may result in 

negative and unanticipated long-term consequences. The 

communicator must display poise and discipline. Whenever 

possible, it should be an identifiable leader, usually the CEO of 

organization. The leader’s message must reduce fear and contain 

empathy for the victims. The message should remain grounded 

in the organization’s core purpose and values. Make it clear that 

you’re going to be open and honest with your employees about 

the situation and share with them what you know, so they come 

to you with questions before anyone else. 

 

Building trust requires a special effort by the CEO or business 

owner to communicate openly, honestly, and often; specially 

during crisis or tough times. During a crisis, the stakeholders 

want to hear from their leader. They don't want to hear from his 

or her spokesperson. They not only want to hear from the person 

at the top, they want to engage in open communication that 
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involves the sharing of information and ideas, and they want to 

know that their voice has been heard. During turbulent times, it 

is important to take advantage of all types of opportunities for 

communication, including open forums, task forces, breakfast 

meetings, the media, one on one meetings, and stakeholder 

surveys. The goal is to communicate openly and often and to 

continue assessing your communications program every day to 

ensure that a culture of trust is being maintained.  

 

Effective communication is critical to leaders throughout the 

crisis. A leader should capitalize on all forms of communication 

to tell the story and ensure the widest reception. If a leader 

communicates effectively, he can at least help to frame, if not 

control the story. Failing to communicate will result in 

misinformed followers that may go so far as to damage or 

destroy the organization. In the end, how well or how poorly a 

crisis goes for an organization will have much to do with its 

communication. If an organization’s communications seem open 

and truthful and the leader is seen as genuine, compassionate, 

and confident for the future, the leader has already gone a long 

way towards successfully managing the crisis. 

 

6. FIND  OPPORTUNITIES IN CRISIS 

 

Time is not a leader’s friend. The longer a crisis drags on, the 

more likely it is that the organization will be associated with 

trouble and conflict in the followers’ mind. Similarly, while the 

organization is embroiled in crisis, it is likely that it is not 

working at peak efficiency. Employees will become increasingly 

concerned with the health of the company and defections will 

increase. Relationships the leader has developed with suppliers, 
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customers, investors, and stakeholders, which strengthened in 

the early stages of the crisis, will become increasingly strained. 

The leader must press on to the next move; he must resolve the 

crisis, quickly. 

 

The beauty of leadership in crisis is to find growth opportunities 

in them. Mostly crisis situations stopped the current activities of 

the organizations and once the whole organization feels that 

everything is over now. At that frame of time the leader gives a 

new hope to followers. Asks them to learn from the crisis 

situations, think about ways of how to come out from the 

situation of crisis and find new ways to overcome the problem. 

Further, find new solutions to come back in the business. The 

motivational, optimistic, strong positive belief and opportunity 

seeking behavior of leader puts a spark in his followers to fight 

against crisis. A time comes when organizations learn from crisis 

and take advantages then they enjoy crisis situations under true 

leadership because they know that the end of crisis is a start of 

new and better journey towards success. Creating a positive 

hope and showing the opportunity to survive and grow must be 

made known by a crisis champion because this is one of the core 

duties of leadership in crisis. 

 

Once a leader has mitigated the threat, that is, moved the crisis 

out of danger zone, he can begin efforts to profit from it. He 

must keep an eye on the threat, but his primary goal should be 

to move forward as quickly as possible with actions to end the 

crisis completely. Failure to guard against the threat and move 

forward gives the crisis an opportunity to mutate and break 

through the holding actions.  
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As a leader you must not waste a good crisis. When things are 

going well, people resist major changes or try to get by with 

minor adaptations. A crisis provides the leader with the platform 

to get things done that were required anyway and offers the 

sense of urgency to accelerate their implementation. 

 

A lessons learned session, or after action review should follow 

any significant event, especially crisis. Participants should 

identify what went right, what went wrong, and what should be 

learned from the event. The leader should add the notes from 

the after action review, as well as all relevant crisis documents, 

to the historical record so valuable experiences are not lost. 

 

LEADERSHIP IN CRISIS AND THE CHIEF 

LEADERSHIP OFFICER 

 

Leadership in crisis is another significant role of Chief 

Leadership Officer in organization as once Athur J. Lichte – 4 

star US Air Force General (retired) said   “Lead the crisis or the 

crisis will lead you.” CLOs’ leadership legacy may ultimately be 

judged by how well they have prepared for and navigated the 

company through a crisis. Regardless of the initiatives CLO has 

introduced to increase earnings, bolster market share, raise stock 

prices, re-energize brand, or innovate new products, most often 

CLO will be remembered far more for his/her ability to navigate 

through a substantial crisis than for dominating a particular 

market. Effectively dealing with a crisis is a competitive 

advantage, while ineffective crisis response can place the 

existence of an enterprise in jeopardy. 
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For Chief Leadership Officer the crisis can appear in many 

different shapes with different durations and impacts affecting 

the organization, group or/and the individual. They can be 

divided into three general categories depending on the nature of 

the crisis as John L. Bernstein distinguished crisis according to 

the way in which it began, outlining: 

 

Creeping crisis, in which the beginning is almost imperceptible 

and comes from some background noise, employee complaints 

or negative comments. Then the initial noise becomes more and 

more intense until the situation explodes.  

 

Usually this type of crisis can be tackled with less stress, since 

the period of time that it has available to reflect is greater. 

Unfortunately, often, the first signs are ignored. The later one 

chooses to intervene, the greater the effort to repair the situation 

will be.  

 

Sudden crisis, that erupts in a clear and precise instant, without 

giving any notice. This kind of crisis reaches the pinnacle very 

soon, surprising the organization. The media and the public 

automatically focus all their attention on the company affected. 

These are the most traumatic crisis for organizations, mainly 

because of the confusion that is created in the first minutes after 

the precipitating event, which always causes a lot of questions 

from the audience, when the company is not able to respond. An 

example of sudden crisis is death of an employee. When Apple 

was hit by the unexpected death of its CEO, Steve Jobs, it 

suffered on the stock market: on the Frankfurt Stock exchange 

(which opened at +0.70% that morning) shares of Apple were 

down by 3.3%. 
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Between these two kinds of crisis there is another one; “Slow 

Burn crisis”, that is a mix of the previous two; Slow-burn crisis is 

characterized by a series of ignored warning signs, as in the 

creeping crisis, but it erupts more quickly and has a greater 

destructive power. Ignoring warning signs, in this kind of crisis, 

can be more dangerous than what happens in creeping crisis: for 

this reason slow-burn crisis need for attention and an effective 

preventive planning. An example of slow-burn crisis is the 

financial crisis in 2008 where banks were giving subprime 

mortgages that the loan takers could not pay back and selling 

those loans to investors. 

 

While facing different kinds of crisis a Chief Leadership Officer 

has to give importance to and collect information about warning 

signals and take important decisions about how to tackle with a 

potential crisis.  

 

In creeping crisis Chief Leadership Officer needs to be strong 

and quick about assigning the ownership of the problem solving 

so the crisis could be solved. In sudden crisis the action is mostly 

about damage control, but a CLO would also think about how to 

improve the operations for the future. In slow-burning crisis 

leaders need to look at the indicators in and around the 

organizations. Usually these warning signs are manifested in 

multiple different ways, for example within the organization 

some divisions are not performing up to standards or there 

could be rapid changes in the environment outside of the 

organization. Based on these warnings signs leaders would need 

to start taking precautionary measures such as redesigning the 

operations to lessen the effects from the changes in the 
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environment. Depending on how and when the crisis gets the 

attention of the receiver, they might react differently.  

 

Some might enter a state of chock, because of the sudden 

overwhelming surprise, where others had time to prepare 

themselves both by taking precautions and calming their mental 

state when entering a state of crisis management, Chief 

Leadership Officers need to understand that people around 

them might interpret the crisis situation differently or not even 

realize that they are in a crisis. Therefore CLOs would need to 

consider the viewpoint of their employees in order to get the 

whole picture of the crisis and do not neglect the employees’ 

need for some time to understand the situation.  

 

Ian I. Mitroff (An American organizational theorist, consultant and 

professor at the Marshall School of Business and the Annenberg School 

for Communication at the University of Southern California) 

proposes six different types of intelligent quotients (IQ) and one 

skill that a good crisis leader should possess. In my view Chief 

Leadership Officer must possess all the same for playing the 

effective role of leadership in crisis. The Mitroff’s proposed 

characteristics are: 

 

Characteristics Practical Implications 

Emotional IQ Ability to withstand pressure 

Creative IQ Think outside of the box but include it 

within the solution 

Spiritual IQ Do not lose purpose of life 

Social IQ Good political skills 
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Technical IQ Know what you are doing and thinking 

what others would do 

Integrative IQ Ability to combine other IQ’s into functional 

unit 

Ability to put all IQ’s into use while adopting new skills 
 

 

Crisis is a stressful situation and failing to manage it properly 

can have devastating effects. Therefore Chief Leadership Officer 

would need to be able to function under higher pressure than 

normal. Some crisis situations require creative thinking to solve 

the problem, since the daily operations of the organization did 

not prevent the crisis from happening. Even though a crisis can 

be seen as devastating at first, CLOs need to remember that there 

are also opportunities to come out stronger. Organizations that 

have crisis management groups are more likely to be successful 

in their efforts to solve the crisis. Consequently it might be 

important for CLOs to be able to convince group of people to 

work towards common cause and if any bearing or sacrifice is 

required, before asking others to sacrifice, leader must first 

volunteer himself. So if there are sacrifices to be made – and 

there will be – then the Chief Leadership Officers should step up 

and make the greatest sacrifices themselves. Everyone is 

watching to see what their leaders do. Will they stay true to their 

values? Will they bow to external pressures, or confront the 

crisis in a straight-forward manner? Will they be seduced by 

short-term rewards, or will they make near-term sacrifices in 

order to fix the long-term situation? 
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Furthermore a CLO must be aggressive in the marketplace. This 

may sound counter-intuitive, but a crisis offers the best 

opportunity to change the game in your favor, with new 

products or services to gain market share. Many people look at a 

crisis as something to get through, until they can go back to 

business as usual. But “business as usual” never returns because 

markets are irrevocably changed. Why not create the changes 

that move the market in your favor, instead of waiting and 

reacting to the changes as they take place? 

 

The Chief Leadership Officer knows how to manage 

expectations. When a trouble strike, people want it to be over 

immediately — but seldom is this kind of quick resolution 

possible. It falls to the leader in charge to address the size and 

scope of the crisis. You don’t want to alarm people, yet do not be 

afraid to speak to the magnitude of the situation. Winston 

Churchill was a master at summing up challenges but offering a 

response at the same time. As he famously said when taking 

office in 1940, “You ask, what is our aim? I can answer in one 

word. It is victory; victory at all costs; victory in spite of all 

terror; victory, however long and hard the road may be, for 

without victory there is no survival.” 

 

This reminded me of a sudden crisis situation that I myself faced 

in 2010 when my organization “Highly Keen” arranged the first 

ever HR Business Partner Conference in Lahore, Pakistan.   I 

remember it was on afternoon of 12th March 2010 when I along 

with my core team of 10 people and 10 volunteer ushers were 

busy in the arrangements at Forman Christian College 

University (FCCU) as the conference was being hosted in 

Executive Hall of FCCU. All of a sudden, the city situation 
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became tensed because of a terrorist led suicidal bombing attack 

where two men on foot and wearing vests carrying explosives 

detonated bombs near the Royal Artillery Market (famously 

known as RA Bazaar of Lahore city) one man detonated his vest 

first, followed by the other ten to fifteen seconds later. It was 

speculated that the intended target was a military convoy in the 

area at the time. The blasts wounded about 100 people, mostly 

civilians, and killed at least 59, of which ten were soldiers. These 

bombers struck at 1pm, around the time of Friday prayers, in the 

cantonment area, home to the local army garrison and one of 

Lahore's most upmarket residential districts.  

 

Initially it was reported that situation has been handled so the 

people got a bit contented and gain resumed working, but the 

situation again got worsened up in evening as in the late 

afternoon, five more bombs with small intervals were detonated 

in an Iqbal Town market (which was more near to our location, 

but their main consequence was panic. Some windows were 

broken, and a car was damaged, and three injuries were 

reported.) The situation of the city suddenly got tensed again 

and the media was exactly covering and showing the panic 

condition within Lahore city. The impact of city situation was 

obvious on us.  

 

At one side most of my team members started receiving calls 

from their family members, asking them to immediately return 

back to their houses. At other side the sponsors of the conference 

started calling in order to confirm the conference schedule as 

they were the major stake holders in the event and above all the 

speakers and guests of the conference who were coming from 

different cities to join the event were also contacting us to know 
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about the event status. The conference as an event was hit by the 

sudden crisis, and the situation wanted serious, important but 

accurate leadership decisions from me. I was thinking about the 

safety of my team which was the first and foremost priority for 

me, secondly the pressure from sponsors was increasing since in 

the case of cancelling the event the sponsors would claim their 

financials back, whereas the major portion of sponsorships had 

been invested in conference expenditures. Thirdly the pressure 

of 200 plus guests and 7 to 8 speakers who scheduled their time 

and booked the seats from all over Pakistan for the conference; 

and postponement of event was also not possible as some of the 

speakers were not available on upcoming dates due to their 

other professional commitments. That was the real test of mine 

due to crisis. At that time I decided to lead from the front so I 

talked with my whole team on the crisis situation.  I asked them 

this is the real testing period of leadership for all of us. If we get 

shattered, then it means we are not the leaders but if we all stay 

together and can manage the situation bravely, then we will 

stand contended as winners and for the whole life we will 

appreciate ourselves on our accomplishment after conducting 

the event successfully. I further said that, I am here and I am not 

quitting, so the people who want to be with me stay here or 

anyone who want to go, can go and if anyone decides to leave, 

none of us is going to think anything negative about that fellow. 

When my team saw that I am not going anywhere and still 

standing determined with the goal, all the team members made 

calls to their families and said that we are not coming to home 

but we are going to finalize the arrangements and make 

everything ready for the tomorrow event’s success. I thanked 

and appreciated them on spot for their courageous behavior and 

moved on to assign tasks in order to take the situation in our 
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control after the changed course of events. I created three 

different teams among my people.  

 

One team placed calls to all the guests and speakers one by one 

to communicate them that conference is on schedule so that no 

confusion gets to their mind regarding the conference status.  

The other team communicated to conference sponsors that we 

are on and conference will be surely held. The third team moved 

on to complete the remaining administrative arrangements for 

the event. Next day the conference was a big success, 200 plus 

people joined the learning event and made it a triumph. We not 

only received a huge applause from audience but from the 

sponsors as well. Everyone was of the view that going for the 

event in such critical situation that too successfully was a big 

victory. I felt a real success at the event completion, but the core 

happiness struck my heart when one of my team members came 

to me and said “Sir, today I came to know what is meant by 

leadership in crisis. This whole situation was a great experiential 

learning for me. I thank you for leading and making us feel that 

we could win through the crisis.”  

 

Now summing up all the points made in previous pages, that 

how Chief Leadership Officers treat a crisis we come to a 

phenomenon that CLOs handle crisis in a step by step approach 

where the initial thing is to make sense of the situation. When 

the situation has been understood well, they start creating 

different solutions for the problems. After solutions are formed, 

thery delegate some actions to their followers for working out 

different parts of the crisis. If these actions get successful in 

solving the crisis, the CLOs create protocols to prevent similar 

crisis from happening again. In a crisis situation CLOs tend to 
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find opportunities to move further as well in either or both of the 

following ways. 1) While dealing with the crisis they gain the 

insights about causes of crisis and gain opportunity to save the 

organization in future from the same kind of crisis. 2) See crisis 

as the ultimate downtime motion, so by applying newton’s third 

law of motion “for every action there is an equal and opposite 

reaction” they fight with the crisis situation like cornered tigers 

in reaction as a last resort and find the opportunities of success 

through extremely motivated behavior and optimistic view.  
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LEADING CHANGE 
 

 

 

Willingness to change is a strength, even if it means plunging part of 

the company into total confusion for a while. 

- Jack Welch   

 

 

As Organization Development (OD) consultant, I spend most of 

my time in my clients’ organizations to develop and implement 

their strategy, structure and systems (here strategy means; 

visions and goals, structure means formal reporting hierarchies 

and systems mean policies and procedures). So as OD 

Consultant, I clearly know that at one side Organizations’ 

visionary leaders want to improve their organizations through 

positive planned change for achieving their vision but on the 

other hand I also know that the implementation of the changed 

or newly introduced strategy, structure or system in the 

organization is really a challenging job because change is the 

least or simply non-welcomed activity in numerous 

organizations’ employees. Richard L. Daft, a Management 

Author - has also emphasized that “humans have a tendency to 

react too quickly, think too inflexibly, want too much control, feel 

http://refspace.com/quotes/Jack_Welch
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emotional avoidance or attraction, exaggerate the future, and seek 

satisfaction in the wrong places’’. 

 

People love status quo and do not accept new changes because 

of many reasons like organization’s vision is not clear to 

employees, fear of un-known, job threat, new job role pressure 

or check and balance strictness’s which they might have to face 

after implementing the change. Therefore people reject changes 

and give tough time to organizations’ leaders by showing their 

full resistance for changes. In such situations the role of a leader 

to lead the change effectively is extremely crucial and fully 

required.   

 

There is no doubt that leading change is one of the real tests of a 

leader—no business survives over the long term if it can’t 

reinvent itself. But it is natural that change is often resisted 

tremendously by the people who are directly involved in the 

business. Thus, leading change is both absolutely essential and 

incredibly difficult. Throughout the process of organizational 

change, leaders on one side need to create a clear vision of 

organization’s future (changed) form and on the other side 

prepare their people to move from change avoidance to change 

acceptance. 

 

Organizational change is a process in which a most desirable 

and suitable future form of an organization is perceived and 

route map is decided to get this new silhouette. Therefore a 

visionary leadership with innovative approach is a key to make 

this change happen successfully. Vision is the mental image of a 

desirable future, so it is important that this future is perceived 

accurately, which needs a visionary leadership. Scholars also 
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highlight that the innovative approach of a leader can increase 

the chances of success for a leader to get his vision. Under the 

light of scientific articles and journals it is evident that vision and 

innovative approach are two of those important characteristics 

of leadership which can make him/her more effective to address 

the issue of organizational change.  

 

The real corporate story “Nirala Sweets Pakistan – From Shop to 

Company” really tells that how visionary and innovative 

leadership leads an organization towards the positive change. It 

was the year 1948 when the entrepreneurial Taj Din migrated 

from Amritsar (now part of India) to Pakistan. He started a small 

sweet (traditionally called mithai in Pakistan) shop at Mewa 

Mandi in (Old) Lahore, Pakistan. It had the unique taste at that 

time and became popular among local inhabitants of that area, 

so Taj Din decided and opened up another shop in the busy area 

known as Fleming Road in (old) Lahore. At early stage the shop 

was known as the Taj Din’s shop and did not have a specific 

name. But with the passage of time people liked it and choose to 

call it Nirala (means wonderful, uncommon, and rare). After that 

Taj Din decided to carry on the sweets business with this very 

name and soon he placed the shop name as Nirala Sweets. Mr. 

Taj Din could not flourish the business further and continued 

generating revenues from old Lahore shops only. 

 

Lahore is very advanced city of Pakistan having greater 

historical value and heritage. After 1970 Government took some 

big steps in the development of Lahore city and after that the 

city of Lahore has be sub-divided in to two parts, Old Lahore 

and New Lahore. In Old Lahore there is a traditional life pattern, 

with old style houses, congested and narrow markets and 
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streets. Because of its narrowness people and families with their 

own vehicles, don’t like to shop in old Lahore because mostly 

there is a problem of traffic jams and vehicles. Though the 

markets of old Lahore are equipped not only with traditional 

food and sweet shops but also facilitate the daily household and 

commercial buying. On the other hand, the new Lahore depicts 

modern life style with most advanced markets and shopping 

malls, with well managed traffic and widener parking lots. New 

Lahore is considered to be a posh area. 

 

In 1980 Mr. Farooq Ahmed, Taj Din’s Son and chairman of the 

Nirala group (at present) came into his father’s business and 

continued his father’s mission. Though Mr. Farooq Ahmad was 

not well educated but still he was an experienced knowledgeable 

person and learned business skill from his father. He took some 

initiatives to grow the business and to compete with competitors 

in a better way. Though Nirala Sweets shop was doing a good 

business, but Taj Din’s family was not satisfied completely, and 

there were two reasons behind. Firstly, because all the sweet 

shops were located in the same region so their market share was 

limited; even they had a good repute in the fields of sweets. The 

second reason was that by the time Taj Din’s family had become 

a rich family and there were no such financial problems and they 

were also experienced in sweets business, thus they just wanted 

to do more. For that purpose, Mr. Farooq took some unique 

steps and opened a new branch on Nirala Sweets in a central and 

the most developed area of the city called Jail road. This was 

their first sweet shop in the area of new Lahore. He also 

introduced new fancy gift packing for sweets very first time in 

Pakistan. His emphases were on betterment of the shops in 

terms of more sale and profitability. That was a good move as it 
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was easy for the people of new Lahore to get access of a reputed 

sweet shop. The sale of Nirala Sweets increased tremendously 

after this initiative of moving to new Lahore.  

 

After some years Mr. Faisal Farooq, son of the Chairman Mr. 

Farooq Ahmed came to join the business and made remarkable 

and big changes in the business to give a boost to business. He 

made a chain of Nirala in whole country as well as introduced 

Nirala internationally. Mr. Faisal Farooq is also CEO of the 

Nirala group (at present). He completed his MBA from United 

Kingdom and joined his father’s business in very early age of 23. 

This young man came with appropriate business knowledge 

which he got form the well reputed international level 

institutions and as a plus had an international exposure. This 

visionary young man with immense courage took the challenge 

of growing family business with a new vision and used the 

dynamic and innovative approach to turn his vision into reality. 

First of all he made an R&D department by hiring the suitable 

professionals. 

 

After few months when this R&D department gives its initial 

research report, he took big steps to expand business on the basis 

of this report. He used the repute of his grandfather’s name in 

sweets business and introduced the branches of Nirala Sweets all 

over the country through franchises. Most reputed professionals 

and advertisement agencies were hired to design the marketing 

campaign for Nirala Sweets. Surveys were made on different 

levels, in order to understand the demands and likeliness of 

customers. Sugar free sweets were introduced very first time in 

Pakistan to target the diet conscious and diabetic customers.  
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Nirala’s leadsership’s innovations 
into multiple product lines 

Nirala Sweets’s memorial of a 
humble beginning 

One of Nirala’s outlets as they 
are seen today 
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Realizing the fact that sweets in Pakistan are mostly used on 

weddings and ceremonies, the contracts were made with 

different banquet halls, Clubs and Party houses to provide them 

sweets on commercial basis. Before this the staff was being hired 

on the basis of relations with owners of Nirala Sweets. Mr. Faisal 

introduced the culture of hiring most experienced, skilled and 

qualified staff for the vacant positions. He also designed 

programs for the training of existing staff and also introduced 

the rewards system for the hardworking and dedicated staff. 

 

Now within the country Nirala has multiple branches in 

different cities. After this establishment the CEO did not sit back 

to rest but took initiatives for launching new shops in Dubai, 

Sharjah and is also going to launch in UK and North America 

very soon. He promotes continuous improvement, innovation, 

integrity, team work and social responsibility as the core values 

of the company and changes the vision of the company also. 

Now the vision of Nirala is “to make Nirala a global brand, a brand 

recognizable for its uniqueness and quality in ethnic food market all 

around the world. In this perspective we consider our self as an 

innovative and a pioneer company, continuously offering unique 

products and interesting service concepts that others haven’t even 

dreamt of.”  

 

Mr. Faisal Farooq made the tremendous changes in the business 

and now it is known as the Nirala group of companies. The 

business of Nirala Sweets, in just over half a century, has 

evolved into a Group of Companies, consisting of various 

business divisions. It is heartening to see that from a single, 

small sweet shop in old Lahore in 1948, the Company now owns 

20 plus shops in 6 cities of Pakistan, besides 2 in the UAE. The 
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Group consists of businesses like dairy processing and 

packaging, snacks, restaurants, software house and more 

recently, automobiles. 

 

The Nirala Group consists of ten companies operating in 

different market segments. For United Kingdom & European 

Union, Nirala UK Limited holds the exclusive franchise rights of 

the Nirala brand. Under the franchise, it can set up Nirala shops, 

manufacture, sell and market Nirala products in its domain. 

Although Nirala UK Limited is yet to open its first shop in the 

region, it is aspiring to capture the hearts of many sweets lovers 

in the region.  

 

Mr. Faisal Farooq had a vision to grow the business and he 

courageously took many initiatives resulting in many corporate 

level changes being made in the business. Like any other 

professional organization the Nirala sweets also follows a well-

planned and organized organizational structure and formed 

different departments. These departments are named as 

administration, finance and accounting, human resource, 

marketing, milk procurement, production, quality assurance, 

shop operations, store & procurement and distribution & 

supply. 

 

The journey does not stop here; yet, Mr. Faisal Farooq also 

established the largest milk processing and packaging plant in 

the country. He also took initiative to establish MIS 

(Management Information Systems) department, now the 

customers order different products online and receive at their 

door step. 
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This was the first time in the history of Pakistan that a person 

took initiative from a single sweet shop to the group of 

companies having different chains within and outside the 

country. Mr. Faisal Farooq CEO of the group; had a leadership 

vision and took initiatives to grow his family business and also 

succeed. Now Nirala Sweets is one of the renowned companies 

in Pakistan. 

 

The above story very well highlighted the visionary and 

innovation based leadership which is one angle of leading 

change. Now further we will discuss about how a leader can 

lead people during change process. 

 

ROLE OF LEADER DURING CHANGE PROCESS 

FOR LEADING PEOPLE 

 

In an organization where there is faith in the abilities of leaders, 

employees will look towards the leaders for a number of things. 

During drastic change times, employees will expect effective and 

sensible planning, confident and effective decision-making, and 

regular, complete communication that is timely. Also during 

these times of change, employees will perceive leadership as 

supportive, concerned and committed to their welfare, while at 

the same time recognizing that tough decisions need to be made. 

The best way to summarize is that there is a climate of trust 

between leader and the rest of the team. The existence of this 

trust, brings hope for better times in the future, and that makes 

coping with drastic change much easier. 

 

In organizations characterized by poor leadership, employees 

expect nothing positive. In a climate of distrust, employees learn 
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that leaders will act in indecipherable ways and in ways that do 

not seem to be in anyone's best interests. Poor leadership means 

an absence of hope, which, if allowed to go on for too long, 

results in an organization becoming completely nonfunctioning.  

Leading people effectively before, during and after change 

implementation is the key towards success of change process. 

The three steps leaders must follow for leading the people 

during change process are: 

 

STEP 1: LEADING BEFORE CHANGE BY SHARING THE 

VISION 

 

It would be a mistake to assume that preparing people for the 

change journey before implementing the change is not necessary. 

If leaders want to translate their vision into reality then it is 

mandatory to share it with team at the first step of change 

process so that people go hand in hand with their leader. Some 

leaders do not share vision or dream with the team but just give 

the plan of what to do at first step of change but if leaders really 

want to engage their followers during change implementation, 

than they must engage them from heart by sharing vision rather 

than directly give them plan of change. Because plan of change 

will address the mind not the heart or feelings of followers but in 

start of the change journey process, engagement of followers 

through engaging their feelings with the leader’s vision of 

change is much more important. For example Martin Luther 

King Jr. did not say, “I have a very good plan,” he shouted, “I 

have a dream!” Leader must provide passion and a strong sense 

of purpose of the change and it can only be done if as the first 

step share the vision or a dream with followers.  
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Feelings are spreadable. When someone around you is feeling 

down, it can bring you down as well. Likewise, when someone is 

passionate about something, it can have an inspiring effect. So 

start the change process in such an enthusiastic way that others 

want to be part of it. When you give them part of it, also give 

them the authority and control to act upon it. Share the power so 

that they do not feel powerless. If leaders want them to feel 

useful and enthusiastic, make them feel needed that the change 

could not happen without them and they are the core part of 

change process. 

 

STEP 2: LEAD DURING CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Leaders play a critical role during change implementation, the 

period from the announcement of change through the 

installation of the change. During this middle period the 

organization is the most unstable, characterized by confusion, 

fear, loss of direction, reduced productivity, and lack of clarity 

about direction and mandate. It can be a period of emotionalism, 

with employees grieving for what is lost, and initially unable to 

look to the future. 

 

During this period, leaders need to focus on two things. First, the 

feelings and confusion of employees must be acknowledged and 

validated. Second, the leader must work with employees to 

begin creating a new vision of the altered workplace, and 

helping employees to understand the direction of the future. 

Focusing only on feelings, may result in wallowing. That is why 

it is necessary to begin the movement into the new ways or 

situations. Focusing only on the new vision may result in the 

perception that the leader is out of touch, cold and uncaring. A 
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key part of leadership in this phase is; knowing when to focus on 

the pain, and when to focus on building and moving into the 

future. A leader can do all this if he remains in communication 

with the people during implementation phase. Put directly, 

communication during implementation is far more important 

than communication prior to implementation.  

 

Moreover leaders must increase the quality of two-way 

communication during implementation if they are to be 

successful. Once you start action, communication means 

something concrete, for better results.  

 

The value of on-the-spot communication is also observant in 

Isadore Sharp’s shaping of the Four Seasons brand (Isadore was a 

Canadian hotelier and writer, having to his credit the title for being the 

founder of Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts). Sharp constantly visited 

his hotels around the world, always restating the core aims, 

asking how it was going, and talking just as much to frontline 

employees as to mangers. Then in his hiring and cultivation of 

leaders, he strove to have leaders who modeled this two-way 

communication in everything they did.  

 

Consistent communication during implementation is essential to 

getting the collective clarity and energy necessary for success. 

Communication sticks best when it is close to action in time and 

place and is frequently reinforced. 
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Martin Luther King Jr.  
(1929 - 1968) 

Picture on Left: Martin Luther King, Jr. delivering "I Have a 
Dream" at the 1963 Washington D.C. Civil Rights March. 
 
"I Have a Dream" is a public speech delivered by American civil 
rights activist Martin Luther King, Jr. on August 28, 1963, in 
which he calls for an end to racism in the United States. 
Delivered to over 250,000 civil rights supporters from the steps 
of the Lincoln Memorial during the March on Washington, the 
speech was a defining moment of the American Civil Rights 
Movement. 
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STEP 3: LEADING AFTER CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

In a sense you never completely arrive, but here we are talking 

about the period where the initial instability of massive change 

has been reduced. People have become less emotional, and more 

stable, and with effective leadership during the previous phases, 

are now more open to locking in to the new directions, mandate 

and ways of doing things. 

 

This is an ideal time for leaders to re-enforce new changes. The 

critical thing here is that leaders must now offer hope that the 

organization is working towards being better, by solving 

problems and improving the quality of work life. While the new 

vision of the organization may have begun, this is the time to 

complete the process, and make sure that people stick with it, 

and regularly perform their roles in this new organization. 

 

As a leader at this stage you must reinforce the alignment of all 

aspects of your organization with the requirements of desired 

future state; including the elements of strategy, structure, 

business processes, measurements, and rewards; as well as the 

human dynamics of mindset, maturity, and culture. In other 

words, the current transformation is not over until all elements 

of your organization that had undergone change are reinforced 

to produce and sustain the intended outcomes. For example: if 

the main focus of transformation is new technology, simply 

installing that technology and realigning the related systems, 

structures, cultural norms, and skills to ensure that people use 

this technology properly is not adequate. You as a change leader 

must ensure the reinforcement of all these elements for making 
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them operational on a regular basis and make this technology a 

part of people’s lives. 

 

Playing a leadership role in the three phases is not easy. Not 

only leader have a responsibility to lead, but sometime leaders 

also as an employee of organization , must have to deal with  

own reactions to the change. However, if leader remain 

ineffective in leading change, he/she will bear a very heavy 

personal load. Since leaders are accountable for the performance 

of unit, they will have to deal with the ongoing loss of 

productivity that can result from poorly managed change. 

 

LEADING CHANGE AND CHIEF LEADERSHIP 

OFFICER 

 

For leading change we can conclude from the above discussion 

that leader must have vision of change and have innovative 

ideas for creating change in organization at first.  After vision 

and innovation another thing which is important in leading 

change is the people side of change, it means leader will lead the 

people during change initiatives through three above discussed 

comprehensive steps. Now if we discuss the leading change role 

in context of Chief Leadership Officer, then it is clear that a CLO 

must be change innovator and initiator by sharing his/her vision 

or dream of innovative change with followers in a way that it 

must hit the hearts of many in a positive way so that people 

don’t resist the change but become a companion and team 

member of CLO in whole change process. To achieve this level 

of coordination from team the CLO must give importance to 

build relationships with his team. If he wants to challenge 

people to change, he need to develop a relationship with them 
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first. CLO will only get one chance to make a first impression, 

and it had better be a good one—not too fast, nor too slow.  

 

Greg Mortenson learned this need for relationship building 

lesson while working with local leaders in northern Pakistan and 

Afghanistan in building schools mostly for girls. Mortenson 

spent from sunrise to sunset at the construction site of his first 

school. Progress was too slow for his liking, as he was forced to 

cope with various delays, such as workers who had other 

priorities. At one point the local village leader, Haji Ali, took him 

aside and said, ‘‘You have done much for my people and we 

appreciate it. But now you must do one more thing for me’’. 

Greg replied he’d do anything. Here was Haji’s request: 

 

“Sit down and listen to me. You’re making everyone crazy . . . . If you 

want to thrive in Baltistan you have to respect our ways. The first time 

you share tea with a Balti, you are a stranger. The second time you take 

tea, you are an honored guest. The third time you share a cup of tea, 

you become family, and for our family, we are prepared to do anything, 

even die . . . . Dr. Greg, you must take time to share three cups of tea”. 

 

Greg Says, ‘‘That day, Haji Ali taught me the most important 

lesson I’ve ever learned in my life ... to slow down and make 

building relationships as important as building projects’’ 

 

Three weeks later, the building was finished and Greg 

Mortenson went on to help local villagers build 171 schools as of 

2010, including 15 in Afghanistan, all in slightly more than a 

decade—though it had the 9/11 smack in the middle. 
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Greg Mortenson  
(born 1957) 
 

Greg Mortenson  is an American humanitarian, professional 
speaker, writer, and former mountaineer. He is a co-founder and 
former executive director of the non-profit Central Asia 
Institute and the founder of the educational charity Pennies for 
Peace. Since 1993, he has been working in Pakistan, and later in 
Afghanistan and Tajikistan to promote education, and build 
schools, especially for girls. 

 
 

Greg Mortenson in Pakhtoon 
Avatar of Khyber, Pakistan 
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Another more important factor which leaders unconsciously fall 

prey for while leading changes, is ‘Fat Plans’ and CLOs must be 

aware of how to avoid this. ‘Planning’ is the key and we cannot 

ignore its importance since it is the core, but it has also been 

observed that there is a natural tendency for leaders to overplan 

‘‘on paper’’. Thus CLOs must understand, plans are only as 

good as the action they inspire. Thus they have to be clear, 

specific, communicable, ‘‘sticky,’’ linked to action, and above all 

internalized by the vast majority of people. The test is whether 

during a change the people use the language of the plan while 

doing the work. If you took any ten employees at random and 

asked them individually to describe the organization plan—key 

goals and strategies—would you get a consistently clear 

response? Strong plans are more for employees than they are for 

the board of directors.  

 

Chief Leadership Officers can learn from Jack Welch that how 

one leader can successfully lead the change in organization. 

When Jack Welch, the chairman and CEO at GE (General 

Electric) retired in 2001, he could look back at a very successful 

career. He became CEO in 1981 at the age of 45. At that time, GE 

had a very complex organization structure with considerable 

bureaucratic rules. One of his first changes was to initiate a 

strategy formulation process guideline that each of the 

businesses should be No.1 or No.2 in their respective areas. If 

this was not the case, managers had the options of fixing the 

problem, selling their particular business, or closing it. In an 

effort to streamline the organization, Welch deleted the sector 

level and eliminated thousands of salaried and hourly employee 

positions. Because of these drastic measures, Welch earned the 

nickname “Neutron Jack.” The re- organization increased the 
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span of management (also called span of control) for many 

managers so that they would have 10 or even 15 subordinates. 

The restructuring was followed by changing the organizational 

culture and the managerial styles of GE’s managers.  

 

One such program was the “Work-Out program.” Groups of 

managers were assembled to share their views in three-day 

sessions. At the beginning of the meetings, the superior 

presented the challenges for his or her organizational unit. Then 

the boss had to leave, requesting the groups to find solutions to 

the problems. Facilitators helped these discussions. On the last 

day, the superior was presented with problem solutions. The 

manager then had three choices: to accept the proposal, not to 

accept it, or collect more information. This process put great 

pressure on the superior to make decisions. 

 

Another program to improve the effectiveness and efficiency 

was the “Best Practices Program.” The aim was to learn from 

other companies how they obtained customer satisfaction, how 

they related to their suppliers, and in what ways they developed 

new products. This helped the GE people to focus on the 

processes in their operations that would improve the company’s 

performance. 

 

A key institution that Welch harnessed to bring about this 

cultural change was GE’s Crotonville management development 

facility. Welch wanted to convert Crotonville from its 

management training focus and its role as a reward or a 

consolation prize for those who missed out on a promotion to a 

powerful engine of change in his transformation effort. In the 

mid-1980s, when he was cutting costs almost everywhere else, 
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he spent $45 million on new buildings and improvements at 

Crotonville. He also hired some experienced academics—Jim 

Baughman from Harvard and Noel Tichy from Michigan—to 

revolutionize Crotonville’s activities. 

 

The stretch initiative emphasized “dream targets” with little 

consideration of how to achieve them. This approach is similar 

to setting creative objectives used in some MBO programs by 

other companies. These dream targets did not replace the 

traditional objective-setting approach, but supplemented it. 

 

To improve the quality, the Six Sigma approach, which was used 

by Motorola Inc., was introduced at GE. The Six Sigma program 

suggested that the quality should not exceed 3-4 defects for a 

million operations. Managers were required to participate in the 

program and their bonuses were related to the achievement of 

the quality level. With the strong conviction of relating 

performance to rewards, an appraisal systems was also 

introduced that ranked employees into five categories ranging 

from the top per cent to the bottom 10 per cent. The top 25 per 

cent got stock option as their reward.  

 

While some managers were in favor of the organizational 

transformation because they felt greater freedom, rewards for 

good performance and value sharing, other saw flaws in the 

system. 

 

For leading change effectively CLOs must have some qualities so 

that by using them CLO can lead the change in a better way. The 

six top qualities needed for CLO to facilitate change in an 
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organization to help make the transition as smooth as possible 

are following; 

 

1. INNOVATIVE 

 

There is a saying in the business community that without 

innovation a business can lose its way. Business founders and 

chairpersons on a whole are seeking innovative leaders to run 

their corporations because it is of utmost importance that 

innovative leaders bring to the table new ideas that will 

stimulate profit growth. Knowing why business innovation is 

important is the key to opening new doors of opportunities. 

 

A Chief Leadership Officer with strong innovation often must be 

willing to make changes and move with the tide. He or she must 

keep up-to-date on what is happening in the world at large and 

develop new strategies, ideas as well as implement new plans to 

keep abreast with today’s happenings in the marketplace. 

 

Innovation therefore, then, is providing workable solutions that 

can meet the requirements of the business as well as to fix 

market needs that may arise. Since the business industry is 

undergoing an evolution in keeping with the times, fresh and 

innovative leadership is necessary to help to promote 

sustainable redevelopment.  

 

To move a business forward, a CLO must have a vision to see 

changes happen and must know in which direction he is taking 

the business. Once he establishes the direction in which the 

business should be heading, it is then time to find a way to 

communicate this to staff and to the public by providing relevant 
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information and spend time making sure that staff members and 

consumers understand his visions, goals and challenges. 

 

Business leaders who are afraid of change will not last long. 

Since changes are always taking place in every industry, a CLO 

as an innovative leader should make it his business to push 

always for change. Comfort must always take the place of 

complacency and the CLO must be willing to take risks to see 

new ventures get off the ground and grow to become successful 

and lucrative enterprises. It is not about “it cannot happen, but 

how to make it happen.”  

 

2. HAS THOROUGHNESS IN RISK ASSESSMENT 

 

For change to benefit the organization, all of the possible 

outcomes must be explored. A CLO takes the time to ask as 

many questions as possible, and run the change ideas through 

every potential worst and best case scenario. One of the 

questions that a CLO will experience during change is whether 

the results of the change were taken into consideration. By 

exploring every possible angle, the CLO can give the results of 

the test studies. 

 

In one of his interviews a key piece of advice that John Kotter 

(the prominent change author) offers for organizational leaders 

is to take the time to get themselves informed about what does 

and doesn't work - before launching into action with a change 

initiative. As he says: "If you get that knowledge upfront, it can 

save you great grief and money later on." In this case most 

important is the people dimension and the paramount need for 

Chief Leadership Officers to base their change readiness 
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assessments around a detailed, direct and early engagement 

with the formal and informal aspects of their organization. 

 

Unfortunately many change efforts fail or are less successful 

than originally conceived. This is not surprising since unforeseen 

circumstances are likely to arise, participants may feel uncertain 

and unprepared for what is to come, stakeholders may oppose 

disruption of their current influence or people may feel 

disempowered. There can be no guarantee of success up front. 

Leading change as a CLO therefore requires continuous analysis 

of the situation and mid-course corrections. It includes the 

ability to think several steps ahead and then plan the present 

with the future in mind, put plans quickly into action and 

continuously monitor and revise the work to take advantage of -

or mitigate- unintended consequences as they arise.  

 

CLO as a good change agent follows through on commitments 

made and sees the change to fruition. They don’t give up until 

the post evaluation is complete and the lessons of change have 

been learned. 

 
3. PERSUASIVE 

 

CLO must be persuasive to help facilitate change. He / she gives 

the information into a format that makes the change look 

acceptable and then convince the employee population that the 

upcoming change is good for the company.  

 

Persuasion means changing someone’s mind. If the mind isn’t 

changed, the person hasn’t been persuaded. It’s that simple. So a 

CLO’s job is to change minds, to pull followers to make new 
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decisions. They persuade people to work together, to achieve 

more than they ever thought they could, to reach for apparently 

impossible goals, to put personal interests aside (at least 

temporarily) in favor of some larger group purpose. An 

emotional process is central to what successful CLOs do while 

persuading others. More than that, it’s a process that requires 

both intellectual finesse and nonverbal skill. As Chief Leadership 

Officer, in other words, you have to be comfortable with 

emotional arguments and comfortable in your own skin making 

and responding to those arguments. When you are leading 

people, self-awareness is critical; understanding your own 

emotional tendencies and responses is essential if you’re going 

to evoke and shape emotional responses in others. You decide to 

go for a stretch second-quarter goal, for example, because you 

want it, or it feels right, or some other equally intangible reason. 

Then first you will collect intellectual reasons for this decision 

that you’ve already made, in order to justify it to your own self. 

This is a simple brain phenomenon involved in decision making 

and that’s how we have evolved, but now that we’re in a 

modern world, some of those unconscious thought processes can 

trip us up.  

 

For example, as soon as you see a large group of people–in fact, 

long before you’re consciously aware of them–your unconscious 

brain goes to work getting you ready for your response, either 

fight or flight. If you as a leader stand in front of an audience of 

your employees trying to persuade them to go for that stretch 

second-quarter goal, before you even open your mouth everyone 

in the audience has begun to panic, at least a little, because of the 

fight or flight signals that you send out without being 

consciously aware of them. 
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Suddenly the job of persuasion is harder than you might have 

expected. How do you persuade a room full of stressed-out 

people to work harder or change radically? You do it by taking 

that audience on an emotional decision-making journey, 

beginning with an authentic acknowledgment of where they are 

right now. 

 

But before you address that audience, you need to do some 

homework as a leader to gain conscious control of your own 

unconscious body language, so that you can send out messages 

of openness and connection rather than danger and distance. If 

you don’t start with that, your leadership journey will be over 

before it has begun. 

 

Leadership includes persuasion. Persuasion is emotional. 

Emotion is unconscious. Thus Chief Leadership Officers need to 

master their unconscious emotional thought processes in order 

to succeed. It’s essential work for anyone who wants to persuade 

others to achieve anything worthwhile. 

 
4. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATOR 

 

Change can cause many employees to become concerned. A 

leader that shuts himself up in his office while change is being 

implemented is sending the wrong message to the entire 

organization. Communication before, during and after the 

change process is critical to making sure that change causes as 

little disruption as possible.  

 

“What we’ve got here is a failure to communicate.” This famous 

line from the 1967 movie “Cool Hand Luke”, starring Paul 
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Newman, appropriately depicts the unfortunate fact that most 

leaders are ineffective in their communications to stakeholders 

during change times or transformational improvement 

initiatives like lean, operational excellence etc. 

 

With the growing conveniences of modern technology, fewer 

people are taking the time to talk with people face-to-face, and 

when they do, it’s in mass audience forums which are inherently 

designed to only pass along information – one-way 

communication. In such a case how can a leader expect 

employees to execute our strategies, meet our expectations and 

achieve the company goals, if the leader itself isn’t diligent in 

communicating these very things? 

 

To drive behavioral change, a Chief Leadership Officer must 

communicate the need for change as it relates first to the overall 

business, and second to CLO himself and then to every other 

person involved. There is an acronym in change circles - it’s 

called WIIFM and it stands for “What’s In It For Me?” If a CLO 

expects people to demonstrate the new values of business 

through their own behaviors, then it is mandatory that people 

must understand the answer of ‘why’. I am not talking about 

how, which is easier to talk about. I am talking about what is 

changing that will affect an individual, and why the change is 

necessary in the first place. 

 

Communication is paramount when trying to raise the level of 

understanding in an organization during change. In designing 

the communication phase, a CLO is beginning to prepare the 

organization for its transformation from current state, or 

practice, to the future state. At this time, CLOs need to prepare 
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the messages that define the organization’s written principles 

and values. In doing so, they will begin to set the stage for 

behavioral and performance expectations. These core messages 

must identify the following unconscious queries of employees: 

 

- The nature of the transformational change itself – Why 

is my company changing the way it’s always done 

business, and why is the change necessary? 

 

- The process of changing from the current state to the 

future state – The analytical and technical thinkers of the 

business need to understand how the CLO has planned 

to get from Point A to Point B so they can connect the 

dots in their mind’s perception of business as they know 

it today. 

 

- What role will I play in the change process? – During 

the times of change there are many members of 

organization who are innovative and eager to contribute 

their insights and suggestions for improvement. 

Through communication the CLO must engage these 

“early adopters” to change. These individuals are the 

free thinkers, the movers and shakers, and typically the 

resources whom a CLO can routinely call upon to get 

things done. Chief Leadership Officer’s first opportunity 

is to recognize these individuals in order to begin 

assembling the project team. 

 

- Where is the resistance to change? – Lastly a CLO’s 

initial communications must provide a mechanism to 

uncover potential paths of resistance to change. Unlike 
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the practice of passing on information, good 

communication is always a two-way communication. As 

the CLO makes others aware of his strategy and need for 

change, he must also elicit feedback to better understand 

how well his message was received. Resistance comes in 

two primary forms, passive and active, or covert and 

overt. People express these forms of resistance 

differently, and it must be CLO’s goal during this phase 

of the deployment plan to uncover the covert or passive 

resistance paths. 

 

Communication is one aspect of the change process that you 

can’t have too much of. However, an ineffective communication 

has the ability to derail any intended change, so a CLO needs to 

be diligent in his communication planning as well as delivery.  

 

5. CONFIDENT 

 

When change comes employees may question the abilities of the 

manager, and there may be questions about how the change will 

affect the future of the company. A CLO can soothe many of 

those problems by remaining confident throughout the change 

process. When the CLO stands by the change idea and offers 

nothing but positive words about it, that confidence helps to 

rally employees around the change as well. 

 

Confidence is the most important trait Chief Leadership Officers 

can draw upon when leading change. They need to be confident 

that they are looking at the right information, making the right 

decisions and giving people the right support to take on new 

routines. Confidence enables focus, builds momentum and 
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inspires people to give their best. The leader who says, “I know 

we will build a better future,” is the one people believe in and 

want to follow. Conversely, lack of confidence produces 

opposite outcomes: uncertainty about facts and data, short-term 

decision making and poor support for people taking on new 

ways of working. The leader who says, “I don’t know what the 

future will bring,” is the one people question as they struggle. 

 

Confidence is most needed when CLOs lead change. They are 

continually faced with change-related questions that cannot be 

answered based on past experience. To lead change well, CLOs 

must exercise their thinking and skills to redesign their 

organization while delivering current business results. Changing 

a tire on a moving bus requires confidence that it will improve 

the vehicle and get to its current destination on time. Thus 

confidence is essential to lead an organization and its people 

through change.  Chief Leadership Officers must guide and 

motivate their teams to change how they work to build a better 

future. Taking the time to build their confidence will help them 

become change-ready. It’s time well spent, both for the leaders 

and those whom they are leading. 

 

6. UNWAVERING 

 

To go along with confidence, a CLO needs to stick to the 

guidelines of change and see it through as planned. Some 

changes may require letting employees go, or making changes to 

job functions that some employees do not like. But if the CLO 

has the confidence that the changes are for the good of the 

company, then he must remain unwavering in his execution of 

those changes and display his commitment to change.  During 
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times of change the majority of employees are wavering between 

adapting to the changes and actively resisting change, so it’s a 

CLO’s intent to help them understand that this is not a “flavor of 

the month.” It’s not going away, and I (CLO), as a leader, am 

committed to do whatever it takes to be successful in growing 

the business. Such an unwavering display of commitment from 

Chief Leadership Officer makes his people stick to the change. 

 

When George Cain became CEO of Abbott Laboratories, it was a 

drowsy, family-controlled business sitting at the bottom quartile 

of the pharmaceutical industry, living off its cash cow, 

‘erythromycin’. Cain was a typical leader in his lack of pretense; 

he didn’t have the kind of inspiring personality that would 

galvanize the company. But he had something much more 

powerful: inspired standards. He could not stand mediocrity in 

any form and was utterly intolerant of anyone who would 

accept the idea that good is good enough. For the next 14 years, 

he relentlessly imposed his will for greatness on Abbott Labs. 

 

Among Cain’s first tasks was to destroy one of the root causes of 

Abbott’s middling performance: nepotism. By systematically 

rebuilding both the board and the executive team with the best 

people he could find, Cain made his statement. Family ties no 

longer mattered. If you couldn’t become the best executive in the 

industry within your span of responsibility, you would lose your 

paycheck. 

 

Such near-ruthless rebuilding might be expected from an 

outsider brought in to turn the company around, but Cain was 

an 18-year insider—and a part of the family, the son of a 

previous president. Holiday gatherings were probably tense for 
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a few years in the Cain clan—“Sorry I had to fire you. Want 

another slice of turkey?”—but in the end, family members were 

pleased with the performance of their stock. Cain had set in 

motion a profitable growth machine. From its transition in 1974 

to 2000, Abbott created shareholder returns that beat the market 

4.5:1, outperforming industry superstars Merck and Pfizer by a 

factor of two. 

 

Another good example of iron-willed unwavering leadership 

comes from Charles R. “Cork” Walgreen III, who transformed 

dowdy Walgreens into a company that outperformed the stock 

market 16:1 from its transition in 1975 to 2000. After years of 

dialogue and debate within his executive team about what to do 

with Walgreens’ food-service operations, this CEO sensed the 

team had finally reached a watershed: The company’s brightest 

future lay in convenient drugstores, not in food service. Dan 

Jorndt, who succeeded Walgreen in 1998, describes what 

happened next: 

 

‘Cork said at one of our planning committee meetings, “Okay, 

now I am going to draw the line in the sand. We are going to be 

out of the restaurant business completely in five years.” At the 

time we had more than 500 restaurants. You could have heard a 

pin drop. He said, “I want to let everybody know the clock is 

ticking.” Six months later we were at our next planning 

committee meeting and someone mentioned just in passing that 

we had only five years to be out of the restaurant business.'  
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Dr. John P. Kotter 
(born 1947) 

Kotter is the Professor 
of Leadership at 
the Harvard Business 
School, a New York 
Times best-selling 
author, and a well-
known thought leader 
in the fields of 
business, leadership, 
and change. 

Charles R. Cork Walgreen III 
(born 1930) 

Walgreen retired as CEO in 1998 after 23 straight years of record 
growth, six stock splits and an increase in the company's market 
capitalization from $164 million to $19 billion under his leadership. 
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Cork was not a real vociferous fellow. He sort of tapped on the 

table and said, “Listen, you now have four and a half years. I 

said you had five years six months ago. Now you’ve got four 

and a half years.” Well, that next day things really clicked into 

gear for winding down our restaurant business. Cork never 

wavered. He never doubted. He never second-guessed. 

 

Cork Walgreen required stoic resolve to make his decisions. 

Food service was not the largest part of the business, although it 

did add substantial profits to the bottom line. The real problem 

was more emotional than financial. Walgreens had, after all, 

invented the malted milk shake, and food service had been a 

long-standing family tradition dating back to Cork’s 

grandfather. Not only that, some food-service outlets were even 

named after the CEO—for example, a restaurant chain named 

Corky’s. But no matter; if Walgreen had to fly in the face of 

family tradition in order to refocus on the one arena in which 

Walgreens could be the best in the world—convenient 

drugstores—and terminate everything else that would not 

produce great results, then Cork would do it. Quietly, doggedly, 

simply. 
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LEADERS’ DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

 

The function of leadership is to produce more leaders, not more 

followers. 

- Ralph Nader   

 

In The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership, John Maxwell states: 

"When all is said and done, your ability as a leader will not be 

judged by what you have achieved personally or even by what 

your team accomplished during your tenure. You will be judged 

by how well your people and your organization did after you 

were gone. You will be gauged according to the Law of Legacy. 

Your lasting value will be measured by succession." Many 

leaders are so obsessed with being successful in the moment, 

and for their own sake, they forget about the really important joy 

of developing a future stream of leaders. But the real leaders 

always remain ready and eager to develop future leaders 

because they know the significance of developing more leaders 

in context of future business needs and corporate social 

responsibility. According to Tom Peters, the greatest leaders are 

those who don’t look for followers but develop more leaders. 

Think of Martin Luther King, Jr., or Nelson Mandela - they were 
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trying to create more leaders in order to help many others to find 

and create their own destinies. 

 

CEO General Electric (GE) from 1981 to 2001 Jack Welch’s 

emphasis on leadership development is one of the major reasons 

why GE posted a 23% total shareholder return per annum 

during his twenty-year tenure, and highlights the importance of 

investing in people. Jack Welch was personally involved in 

developing managers at GE’s training center in Crotonville.  

According to him successful leaders also coach their employees, 

giving them tools and advice to help them grow. He further said 

“A great leader is a generous coach," Welch, has participated in 

the GE Senior Leadership Program for two weeks every year and 

has not missed a session. Welch conducts noholds-barred 

discussions which challenge participants to think for themselves 

and to hone their leadership instincts and skills.  

 

Further for developing leaders, from April and lasting through 

May each year, Welch and three of his senior executives visited 

each of his businesses to review the progress of the company’s 

top 3,000 executives. Welch kept particularly close tabs on the 

upper 500, all of whom had been appointed with his personal 

approval. In these multi-day meetings, Welch wanted to be 

exposed to high-potential managers presenting results on major 

projects. In an exhaustive 10- to 12-hour review in each business, 

Welch asked the top executive to identify the future leaders, 

outline planned training and development plans, and detail 

succession plans for all key jobs. The exercise reflected his strong 

belief that good people were GE’s key assets and had to be 

managed as a company resource.  
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As these reviews rolled out through GE, all professional-level 

employees expected honest feedback about where they were 

professionally, reasonable expectations about future positions 

they could hold, and the specific skills required to get there. 

Managers at every level used these discussions as the basis for 

coaching and developing their staff. (As a role model, Welch 

estimated he spent at least 70% of his time on people issues, 

most of that coaching and developing others.) 

 

Jack Welch leaders’ development activities clearly explains that 

how leaders can develop more leaders. Leaders can act as coach 

and mentor directly for developing the next generation of 

leaders in the organizations and can also run the “Leaders 

Hunting and Development Process” in organizations to identify 

potential leaders and then develop them through proper training 

and development initiatives like Leadership Development 

Programs.  

 

COACHING AND MENTORING FOR 

DEVELOPING MORE LEADERS 

 

Coaching and mentoring are popular capacity-building tools, 

especially in the area of leadership development. The processes 

of coaching and mentoring seem to be similar as they are both a 

series of conversations (spoken or written) between two 

individuals. However, there are subtle but significant differences 

in aim, emphasis and style. Coaching tends to be viewed as more 

task-oriented, skills-focused, directed and time-bound, whereas 

mentoring is more focused on open-ended personal 

development. If we further discuss these two concepts then we 

can define coaching as primarily a short-term intervention aimed 
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at performance improvement or developing a particular 

competence and a process that enables learning and 

development to occur and thus performance to improve. On 

other hand we can define mentoring as to help and support 

people to manage their own learning in order to maximize their 

potential, develop their skills, improve their performance and 

become the person they want to be. The main differences 

between these two methods are emphasized below. 

 

Coaching Mentoring 

concerned with task concerned with implications 

beyond the task 

focuses on skills and 

performance 

focuses on capability and 

potential 

agenda set by or with coach agenda set by learner 

emphasizes feedback to the 

learner 

emphasizes feedback and 

reflection by the learner 

typically addresses a short-

term need 

typically a longer-relationship, 

often ‘for life’ 

 

THE LEADER AS COACH AND MENTOR 

 (LEADERS AS TEACHERS) 

 

The commitment and interest of the leader towards coaching 

and mentoring for developing the pipeline of future leaders is 

very crucial. Only those leaders can become effective coaches 

and mentors who have the strong desire and will to develop 

more leaders through training process. Moreover the idea of a 
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leader developing other leaders is not new. As author Ed. Betof 

wrote in his book, “Leaders as Teachers,” “The leaders as 

teachers, coaches and mentors concept has evolved through the 

centuries, but is even more crucial in today’s fast-paced, 

‘perform now’ organizations.” 

 

A leader as a coach and mentor or as a teacher does the 

following to develop more leaders in today’s organizations; 

 

- Share personal experience, learning and wisdom freely with 

others.  

- He/she sees unrealized leadership potential in others and 

helps them to see it for themselves.  

- Uses intuition and imagination to extend and enhance 

communication during coaching 

- Coach and mentoring for both performance (present results) 

as well as development (future leadership roles etc.) 

- Identify learning and development needs of followers and 

then coach accordingly 

- Continually raises own learning to coach others on updated 

knowledge. 

 

On the other hand there are three things that a leader must do to 

be a better coach and mentor of future leaders; these are;  

 

1. LISTEN 

 

In one-on-one conversations, try really listening with whole 

concentration on what is being said by the other. What is the 

story being told? What is the underlying message? Remove 

distractions. Don’t jump in to solve the problem. Make eye 
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contact and notice body language and must understand others’ 

point. 

 

2. SILENCE 

 

We are usually in such a hurry that we see silence as a waste of 

valuable time. As a result, we often move too quickly to a 

conclusion. We are impatient for a solution. Rather than filling 

the silence, let it be. Try leaving pauses before responding. Use 

this silent time as a listener, rather than formulating your 

answers and questions while the other person is still speaking. 

 

3. UNCONDITIONAL POSITIVE REGARD 

 

Unconditional positive regards means approaching each 

interaction from an appreciative point of view. We have often 

made up our minds about a person or an issue before the 

conversation starts. Try letting go of assumptions and just hold 

the person in positive regard. This doesn’t mean one has to agree 

with everything others say, but it does mean that one person 

must value others as human beings and value their opinions 

even though the difference exists. 

 

These techniques are more challenging than they sound. If 

leader will master them, he/she will find the results are well 

worth the effort.  

 

So, how do you create more leaders? One of the successful CEOs 

has been working on helping his team of vice presidents become 

better leaders. He is inspiring, challenging and always expects 
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(and usually gets) the best from his team. He says he is in the 

business of creating leaders. Here are some of his tips: 

 

- Lead by example – people take their cues from the leader. It 

is critically important to live the values that you espouse. In 

other words, be authentic. 

- When you have made a mistake, own up to it. 

- Notice acts of leadership by people that you work with and 

say thank you 

- Celebrate the achievements of others every chance you get 

- Encourage others to put their ideas forward and defend 

them 

- Listen twice as much as you talk 

- Stay available and accessible for people to discuss both 

problems and solutions with you 

- Encourage people to challenge you and your ideas, and 

praise them for doing so 

- Facilitate, don’t preach 

- Give clear and helpful feedback to everyone 

 

To me giving and receiving feedback is critically important for 

leaders. In my work, I often help leaders learn how to give 

effective positive feedback first, then learn and apply the same 

tools to give feedback about areas to improve upon. 

 

Here are some tips for giving complimentary feedback. 

 

- Be direct: Relaying a compliment through a third party may 

seem better than nothing, but is it going to have the desired 

effect? Not really. To offer a meaningful compliment, make 

sure you talk directly to the person you're complimenting. 
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Don't say something nice about someone to his coworkers or 

praise him in a meeting that he's not in. Compliments have 

more power when they're delivered directly to the person, 

preferably in front of other people. 

 

- Be specific: Merely saying, "Hey, you did a great job in that 

meeting last week" may sound nice, but in practical terms, it 

is a fairly worthless remark. The problem is that the person 

you're talking to has no idea what he did that impressed you 

or how she made a difference. Give as much information as 

you can about why you're pleased and what effect the 

person's actions have had on the larger picture. 

 

- Be non-attributive: It's better to tell someone how his good 

deeds or work affected you or the organization, rather than 

telling him what kind of person you think he is. You 

shouldn't presume to define someone (even in a flattering 

light), and personal assessments are just that -- personal. 

Instead of saying, "I appreciate what a thoughtful person 

you are," try saying, "I appreciate the way you took time to 

fill me in on that meeting I missed."  

 

LEADERS’ DEVELOPMENT THROUGH 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

 

General Electric, Hewlett-Packard, the US Navy Seals and Intel 

are all those organizations who had strong programs for leaders 

to develop more leaders by passing on their experiences. 

Leadership was developed and fostered throughout these 

organizations, not just at the top. In addition, senior leaders had 

a “teachable point of view”, a point of view that they were 
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committed to, that involved a dynamic, compelling vision or 

story of where the organization is going and how it is going to 

get there. Moreover, these leaders and organizations found 

creative ways to teach these and set time aside for leadership 

development outside of scheduled activities.  

 

PepsiCo, General Electric, Allied Signal, Shell and a number of 

other firms have gone a step further in involving their chief 

executive officers and senior managers in teaching the leaders 

how to lead. PepsiCo offered one of the most dramatic examples 

of this “leaders develop leaders” strategy. Roger Enrico, 

PepsiCo’s CEO and chairman (1996 – 2001), decided that he 

would be fully involved in designing and conducting company’s 

senior leadership program. Enrico wanted to have PepsiCo 

conduct a program which would be a watershed event in the 

development of leaders with exceptional potential in the middle 

to upper level of PepsiCo. He wanted the program to create the 

mindset that the role of a leader is to add value to the business 

and to use leadership models and tools that would directly drive 

the business. PepsiCo used a very intense, five-day live-in 

experience with Roger Enrico doing almost all the teaching and 

facilitating of discussion over those five days. Group size used to 

be small, around ten people, so that a great deal of interaction 

with the CEO could occur. Each session used an action learning 

format and, over the week, stepped through a model of 

leadership, managing change, a vision for PepsiCo for the future 

and individual feedback and counseling. Each participant also 

used to receive a 360 degree feedback report summarizing an 

evaluation of their leadership skills from their subordinates, 

peers and manager. This was used as a basis to have one-on-one 

sessions with Enrico during the program. Each participant had  
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Jack Welch 
(born 1935) 

Jack Welch is a 
retired American 
business executive, 
author and chemical 
engineer. He was 
chairman and CEO 
of General 
Electric between 1981 
and 2001. During his 
tenure at GE, the 
company's value rose 
by 4000%. 

Roger Enrico 
 
Mr. Enrico is the 
former chairman and 
CEO of PepsiCo, Inc. 
where he served as 
CEO from April 1996 
to April 2001 & as 
chairman of PepsiCo, 
Inc.'s board from 1996 
to 2001. Mr. Enrico's 
knowledge and 
experience in leading 
large, complex 
organization are 
valuable attributes for 
his service as a 
director.  
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two separate sessions with the CEO in which they could discuss 

any topics they wish from business decisions to personal and 

career matters. The evaluation of PepsiCo program indicated 

played a powerful role in the success of the company in the USA 

and overseas.  

 

PepsiCo’s CEO was not the only leader highly involved in 

developing other leaders. Andy Grove of Intel often found 

involved in conducting sessions with his managers on how to 

detect turbulent shifts in the high technology industry and how 

to navigate through them. He believed that having leaders at all 

levels who can spot trends and have the courage to act will 

enable Intel to succeed while other companies will falter. 

 

Shell has also learned to use the process of leaders developing 

leaders as the basis for transformation of organization and for 

delivering key business results. At the Shell Learning Centre, 

leaders hear the story and vision for future of Shell along with 

the individual teachable points from senior executives. They are 

taught how to translate this into their own story relevant to their 

own department and how to develop their own teachable point 

of view. In this way, organizational transformation and business 

change is cascaded down the entire organization.  

 

According to P&G's (PG) Chief Human Resources Officer 

Moheet Nagrath, the primary way of developing future leaders 

it to offer "Accelerator Experiences," a program that provides 

developing leaders the experience of running a small business 

with huge strategic potential. "We continually move people 

across regions and countries," says Nagrath. "The more 

discontinuous the experience, the more you accelerate growth. 
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We have to move people around businesses for them to become 

well-groomed." One benefit of this experience, he says, is that it 

helps people manage in the organization's matrixed 

environment. 

 

Elizabeth Bryant, senior director of talent management at 

Southwest Airlines says, the leadership-development process 

reflects the company culture. "It goes beyond formal training 

and is part of everyday life at Southwest, where employees at 

every level are exposed to leaders so they get to see how the 

leaders think," she says. "Even informal mentoring and exposure 

to company executives helps to broaden people's perspectives 

and stimulate their passion about the job." Jeff Lamb, 

Southwest's chief people officer, adds further to Elizabeth by 

saying, the culture in which Southwest's employees work every 

day is no different from the culture in which the airline develops 

its future leaders. "This kind of thing happens organically. 

There's no course on how to get so engaged that you volunteer 

to come in on a weekend." Lamb insists that what makes the 

airline a great place for leaders is the same thing that makes it a 

great place for employees: "the freedom to be yourself … a lack 

of pretense; the hunger to learn." 

 

The leaders developing leaders philosophy is also being used in 

the Masters degree of Leadership and Management (MLM) at 

Curtin University of Technology in Western Australia. The MLM 

program makes a strong effort to involve graduates and senior 

students in teaching leadership skills to current students. 

Another specific example of this is seen in the last year of their 

MLM program, where students have to design, raise revenue for 

and conduct a three day leadership experience for leaders from a 
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wide section of the community. The MLM students not only 

have a first hand experience of their own leadership 

development program but they have practical experience and 

knowledge as leaders of organizations. The old adage of “the 

best way to learn something is to have to teach it” gives these 

leadership students an opportunity to deepen and test their 

understanding. 

 

Other than above examples there are many other companies like 

P&G, Boeing, 3M, General Mills, Banner Health SES and many 

others who leveraged their leaders in teaching roles and realized 

the important benefits of leaders’ development.  

 

According to Paul Russell (1997), the vice president of 

Leadership Development at PepsiCo who helped design and 

conduct the PepsiCo programs with Enrico, there are important 

lessons and points from the PepsiCo program that can be 

applied to other organizations who wish to implement the idea 

of leaders developing leaders in their own organizational 

programs; 

 

1. The company must have a senior leader (or leaders) who the 

participants hold in high regard and want to learn from – an 

Icon. You need to find out who these people (icons) are in 

the organization by asking participants which senior leaders 

they would value learning from in the organization. 

 

2. Senior executives must be coached on how to facilitate and 

teach groups and to bring out their own views and 

“teachable points”. According to Paul Russell, on first when 

they were approached many senior executives indicated 
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they do not have the time or the skills to conduct sessions 

like these. After a brief period, however, almost every 

manager was quite pleased to be asked and found interested 

in providing younger managers in the organization the 

benefit of their experience. 

 

3. The learning environment (e.g. informal or formal, lecture or 

case study, etc.) must fit the executive’s own style and 

personality, so that they feel comfortable in teaching and 

interacting with the participants. 

 

4. Some work is needed by a HR manager or consultant to help 

the senior manager make explicit what they have to teach. 

This involves one or two sessions where you need to ask a 

lot of questions, going through their experiences and 

business situations to develop a common approach and 

finally to synthesize their learning principles and 

frameworks. This does not have to be perfect according to 

Russell but has to have enough teachable points that the 

executive can feel confident and clear about what they are 

going to impart.  

 

Russell also indicates that after a year or two of involvement, 

some senior executives lose the enthusiasm and may not have 

the time for the commitment needed so other executives are 

needed to be coached into this role to keep the program alive. 

While some chief executive officers may not have the time or 

skills to conduct a leadership development program on their 

own, for the solution to this there are modified forms of this that 

can add substantial value to existing leadership development 

programs conducted by academics and in-house HR specialists. 
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For example, case studies around actual past or current business 

decisions can be developed which specifically involve the senior 

managers. Participants can be asked to read these and in small 

groups decide how they would handle this problem. The senior 

leader would then facilitate a three- or four- hour discussion 

exploring the approaches of participants and comparing them to 

the approach he or she would adopt.  

 

The Los Angeles Times uses a different version of this approach 

in their leadership develop program by developing “puzzles”, 

current problems or dilemmas, that their senior managers are 

facing (e.g. to close down a service, a human resource issue 

involving ethics or discrimination of minorities). Participants are 

asked to develop their own solution and then discuss, debate 

and defend these with senior executives. 

 

LEADERS’ DEVELOPMENT AND CHIEF 

LEADERSHIP OFFICER 

 

According to CLO equation of this book, Chief Leadership 

Officer has one important role of developing more leaders. So, it 

is necessary that CLOs must understand and get passionate to 

act upon this role.   

 

For CLOs I am mentioning the suggestion of Alan Mumford, 

Professor of Management Development at International 

Management Centre and one of the major authorities on 

leadership development that there are many reasons why 

leaders should develop other leaders. These include: 
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- It brings personal satisfaction by helping others grow. 

 

- Your own skills, knowledge and insight are developed as a 

result of sharing experiences with others. 

 

- Real business and personal problems can be resolved as you 

are working on developing others. 

 

- By improving the performance of others, you are enhancing 

their ability to deal with tasks you currently do, which can 

allow you to pursue larger leadership responsibilities. 

 

Developing leaders with personalized touch in coaching is a key 

to success for Chief Leadership Officer. As a coach and mentor, 

the CLO put in sincere efforts to develop others not only for 

future leadership needs of organization but for the 

individualized career growth of followers. His honest struggle 

will automatically attach the followers with CLO emotionally. 

Followers will see CLO as their genuine and heartfelt coach and 

mentor, so they not only show their interest in getting the 

learning but also apply the transferred leadership knowledge 

and skills for organizations’ benefit in the real respect of CLO.  

 

Sincerity in developing more leaders is a major attribute of CLO 

but dozens of ways through which he/she can develop more 

leaders are also there e.g. 

 

- Teach, train or coach followers in proper training classes in 

training or board room of organization. 

 

- Act as lunchtime speakers around the theme. 
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- Speaking about personal leadership points of view during 

travel time with followers. 

 

- Invite the immediate staff at home on weekend over the cup 

of tea or coffee to discuss any leader or personal 

development topic. 

 

- CLO being interviewed by another facilitator or group on 

any learning topic 

 

- Teaching through the use of media and technology 

 

- Teaching by “schmoozing” during informal sittings in a fun 

and non-hazel way  with the purpose of sharing learning 

and building relationships 

 

Exemplar companies are made up of Chief Leadership Officers 

at many levels who teach very effectively in informal scenarios, 

as well as in formal leadership development programs. These 

CLOs teach, coach, and often serve as mentors to others. The 

active or experiential teaching and learning of CLOs is what 

makes the process come alive and have real impact. Active 

teaching not only improves learning and increases the likelihood 

of learning transfer, it makes teaching and facilitation enjoyable 

and a valued activity for CLOs. 

 

In addition to teaching and learning, when it comes to create 

opportunities for leader’s development, I have always seen great 

leaders who love to develop leaders for future. Just like Imran 

Khan, former cricketer and World Cup winning captain of 

Pakistan Cricket team and current active politician who is also a 
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philanthropist and has undertaken initiatives for improvements 

in literacy, where one of his core successes is developing the 

Namal College in the rural and under developed area of 

Mianwali District, in Pakistan which offers a University of 

Bradford degree while providing need-based financial aid to 

90% of students. This initiative of Khan, indicates that he intends 

to develop more leaders, which is also evident from his address 

on the convocation of Namal held in 2014. Imran Khan 

addressed the passing out graduates while instilling a leadership 

sense in them, as he said: “All of you passing out graduates are 

leaders. You have been bestowed with a chance which everyone 

does not get. You will now act as leaders not only for 

generations to come but for people around you at present”. He 

further shared with students and said that, “My father went 

abroad to study and when he came back he became the 

inspiration for many to go for higher studies. Like him, you also 

can become an inspiration for many others.” While giving 

another thought lesson to participants’ i.e. big thinking – he 

quoted Iqbal - the famous poet of subcontinent – who said, 

“There are more worlds ahead of Stars”. The bigger a person 

thinks; he becomes that big. If you keep giving challenges to 

yourself it means you are growing, and as soon as you start 

living in comfort, it indicates you have started coming down. 

The key is, just don’t get contended on whatever you have 

achieved, keep striving for more and keep growing. There are 

two ways, one is simple and is taken by almost everyone and the 

other is difficult and rarely anyone takes it, but this path has its 

own benefits for you. I just want all of you to just think big and 

keep mounting your targets. And when you have set a target, no 

matter what hurdles come your way, stay committed and never 

lose hope. If you stay committed, though you may fall but you 
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will again stand up and move ahead. Your falls will make you 

stronger and capable. You will face so many problems that they 

will at one time become easy for you. Keep in mind that no one 

can defeat you if you do not accept defeat. A person only fails if 

he accepts trounce or lose hope”. Further he added that, “as 

future leaders you must do something for betterment of 

mankind, as Leo Tolstoy has said “there is 

only enduring happiness in life—to live for others”; so set your 

aims high for development and good of other people”.  

 

Another great example for developing more leaders is of 

Pakistani business leader Abdul Razak Dawood who has left no 

stone unturned in working for development of leaders. 

Presently, he is the Chairman of Descon, the largest construction 

and engineering company in Pakistan. In addition to business, 

he has a global vision for the future of education as well as 

entrepreneurship in Pakistan, with a firm belief that with true 

hard work, we as a nation shall be on the crest of the wave in no 

time. In pursuit of his education development interests Abdul 

Razak Dawood is one of the founding members as well as Rector 

of Lahore University of Management Sciences, where from 1984 

till dates he serves as one of the major donors. He further is at 

the board of trustees of Care Foundation - a nongovernmental 

organization which works on developing and running schools 

for the children of under privileged people. In addition to 

serving for numerous such causes related to development of 

future leaders, he is one of the major contributors as well as 

administrator at Namal College, Mianwali, Pakistan. In short he 

has no doubt institutionalized his own leadership to a greater 

extent of producing a stream of future leaders. 
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Imran Khan Addressing Namal College Convocation, 2014 
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Established: 2008 
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Abdul Razak Dawood 
 

The Chairman of 
Descon, a Pakistani 
Multinational holding 5 
overseas manufacturing 
units.  Descon’s 
employees make up a 
wide diversity, 
comprising of 20 
nationalities working in 
Pakistan and abroad. He 
is former Minister of 
Commerce, Industries 
and Production, 
Government of Pakistan 
and former Director of 
the State Bank of 
Pakistan. Mr. Abdul 
Razak Dawood has been 
involved in Education 
for many years. In the 
education space, he is 
chairman of the 
Managing Committee of 
the Lahore University of 
Management Sciences 
and is on the Board of 
Namal College. He was 
the first Chairman of the 
Pakistan Business 
Council (2006-2010) and 
currently serves as a 
Director on its Board. 
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In my view Chief Leadership Officers can develop more future 

leaders by guiding them on leading self, leading others (teams 

and functions), leading organizations and leading society as a 

whole. Here ‘leading self’ refers to increasing personal 

effectiveness and performance of an individual; and how one 

can plan their own life through mission, vision and goals to 

become a successful person in their own capacity. ‘Leading 

others’ is a transition from individualism to leading a team, 

building relationships and focus on tasks to get work done, deal 

effectively with conflicts and crisis, solve problems successfully, 

capacity to develop others, embracing changes and adapting to 

cultural differences. Further the CLO develops future leaders on 

‘leading organizations’ which refers to the ability to set vision 

and build toward the future, balance trade-offs between the 

short and long-term, align the organization for strategy 

implementation, set organizational direction, foster alignments 

across the organization, gain commitment for performance, 

refine and build strong executive persona, catalyzing change and 

leading outwardly.  

 

Moreover in ‘leading society’; going beyond organization scope 

the CLOs create leaders among masses, for achieving societal 

betterment. This is how the Chief Leadership officers leverage 

the impact of leadership to transform individual leaders, teams, 

organizations and societies for betterment. 
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QUALITIES OF  

CHIEF LEADERSHIP OFFICER 
 

 

 

“Leadership develops from the inside out. If you nurture leadership 

qualities within yourself first, you can display those qualities on the 

outside.” 

- Lauren Jackson 

 

To perform the four major roles of Chief Leadership Officer, it is 

quite obvious that without certain qualities, the four roles of 

CLO as defined in the previous chapters of this book cannot be 

performed. CLOs must have some defined qualities and 

consider them as their core job specifications to act as Chief 

Leadership Officer.  Following are all those qualities which 

CLOs must have at the top-of-mind when defining their own 

leadership identity as Chief Leadership Officer.  

 

1. HAS PERSONAL LIFE MISSION 
 

CLOs know what their personal life mission is. Creating clarity 

about a personal mission lets a leader know what stakes he or 
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she is playing for. That clarity in turn allows the CLO to 

prioritize and make decisions to afford maximum pursuit of the 

mission.  

 

Personal mission statement will help in developing vision and 

creating annual goals as well as milestones. The process of 

developing an intelligent and lasting personal mission statement 

is important as mission means purpose of existence and those 

who develop this are the cause of real value addition in this 

world. Stephen R. Covey wrote ‘The 7 Habits of Highly Effective 

People’ in 1989, he put a spin on the idea, suggesting that 

individuals create their own mission statements, by saying: 

begin with the end in mind. Now after many years, personal 

mission statements, sometimes called purpose statements, are 

proving to be a good tool for high achievers. A personal mission 

statement is a powerful tool because it provides a path for 

success, and it gives permission to say no to the things that are 

distractions.  

 

Here are few examples of real-life personal mission statements: 

 

a. Denise Morrison, CEO of Cambell Soup Company 

 

"To serve as a leader, live a balanced life, and apply ethical 

principles to make a significant difference." 

 

Morrison said, "The personal mission statement was important 

for me because I believe that you can’t lead others unless you 

have a strong sense of who you are and what you stand for. For 

me, living a balanced life means nurturing the academic,  
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Richard Charles 
Nicholas Branson  
(born 1950) 
 

Branson is an English 
businessman and investor. 
He is best known as the 
founder of Virgin Group, 
which comprises more than 
400 companies. Branson 
Says, “My interest in life 
comes from setting myself 
huge, apparently 
unachievable challenges 
and trying to rise above 
them ... from the 
perspective of wanting to 
live life to the full, I felt that 
I had to attempt it.” 
 

Denise Morrison 
(born 1954) 
 

Morrison serves as 
president and CEO of  
Campbell Soup  
company. Named the 21st 
Most Powerful Woman in 
Business by Fortune 
Magazine. Morrison was 
elected a Director of 
Campbell in October 
2010. She is Campbell's 
12th leader in the 
company's 140-year 
history. 
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physical, and spiritual aspects of my life so I can maintain a 

sense of well-being and self-esteem." 

 

b. Richard Branson, Founder of the Virgin Group 

 

"To have fun in [my] journey through life and learn from [my] 

mistakes." 

 

Branson shared his personal mission statement in an interview 

with ‘Motivated’ magazine. He added that "In business, know 

how to be a good leader and always try to bring out the best in 

people. It’s very simple: listen to them, trust in them, believe in 

them, respect them, and let them have a go!" 

 

c. Imran Khan, Former Cricketer & presently a Political 

Leader of Pakistan 

 

 “My first mission is to make Pakistan a welfare state for which 

the system needs a complete overhauling. My second mission is 

to get my nation out of the fear of oppressors.” Imran shared his 

mission with the participants of Azadi March sit-in against 

government in the year 2014. 

 

Personally for me there are two missions in my life; one is “to 

serve organizations, professionals and youth through my 

consultancies, training programs, media appearances, public 

speaking and books”. Secondly, on a much broader frame, my 

life mission is “to contribute in improving Pakistan’s Human 

Development Index (HDI) from 146th and bring it among the 

‘very high ranking HDI countries’ through practical steps”. This 

journey will start from a project of ‘FREE Education’ which will  

http://motivatedonline.com/sir-richard-branson-on-a-mission-to-mentor/
http://motivatedonline.com/sir-richard-branson-on-a-mission-to-mentor/
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Imran Khan while addressing 
the participants of “Azadi Sit in, 
2014” in Islamabad where he 
shared his mission for Pakistan. 
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range from provision of schools to universities for all the 

deprived and orphan children all over Pakistan including 

smallest villages and under developed areas of Sindh and 

Balochistan. Moreover this project will perform social and ethical 

development of masses through trainings on various levels. 

 

Here one point is must to understand that one don't have to be 

famous to write an inspiring mission statement. An example of 

an excellent mission statement of anonymous is:  

 

“I live to serve my talents as communicator, artist, and 

independent businesswoman. I create balance in work, play, and 

community. I inspire those I interact with.” 

 

2. VISIONARY 
 

John Scully said "The future belongs to those who see 

possibilities before they become obvious." Chief Leadership 

Officers always believe in the possibilities in future because of 

their strong visions.  

 

They can see into the future with a clear, exciting idea of where 

they are going, what they are trying to accomplish and are 

excellent at strategic planning. This quality turns them into a 

special type of visionary person. CLOs think about where they 

want to be in five and ten years, and what they have to do each 

hour of each day to make their desired future a reality.  
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This is absolutely true to say that CLOs are Vision-centered 

leaders who are: 

 

1. Optimistic about the future. 

2. Focused on the best in their people. They focus on the 

unique strengths of every employee. 

3. Never satisfied but always content. They seem happy where 

they are but refuse to stay there. 

4. Consumed with making tomorrow better than today. 

Hopeful leaders never settle. 

5. Accepting and leading change. 

6. Inclusive, not exclusive. Hopeful leaders invite others into 

their vision. 

7. Personally bought in. Vision is inside them. 

 

One of the great examples of Visionary Leader is Mr. Abdul 

Razak Dawood, the Founder and Chairman of Descon 

Engineering Group. He started Descon in Dec 1977 with only 4 

engineers and small office space in Pakistan. But his strong 

vision forced him to follow the long term strategy and take 

Descon global. His vision turned into reality and now Descon is 

one of the largest construction and engineering company from 

Pakistan, positioning itself rapidly in the global markets. Mr. 

Abdul Razak is a true believer of; “If you can’t dream it you 

can’t do it. Nobody is ever poor because he doesn’t have the 

capital. Poor is one who doesn’t have the vision.” In a gathering 

of TIE (The Indus Entrepreneurs) while sharing his life story, 

Abdul Razak Dawood said, “There are many wealthy families 

around the world, but there are very few who created 

institutions to built the last. You need to ask yourself a 

fundamental question, ‘Do you want to be the time teller or a 

http://www.descon.com/
http://www.descon.com/
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clock builder’. A time teller announces his position frequently 

but a clock builder works silently and persistently repairing and 

improving his creations. At Descon, we were very clear in our 

vision; we wanted to be the clock builders. Our purpose is that 

the people outside should know that a Pakistani company can go 

global and operate professionally. We want to build the 

institution built to last from generation to generation. We all 

have a date with destiny, and at Descon our destiny is to build 

that institution. And I hope before I leave this world, and God 

willing I will go on that date.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abdul Razak Dawood 

The Visionary Leader 

Man behind DESCON 
- The Pakistani 
Multinational holding 
5 overseas 
manufacturing units, 
employing around 40 
thousand people 
comprising of 20 
nationalities. 
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Saying words like ‘visionary leader’ may sound easy but it 

carries great deal of courage to be a leader with vision. In 

regards to a ‘vision’ leaders usually face many dilemmas. 

Normally the quandary faced by leaders is that most of the time 

their visions are not understood by the common people. Since 

most of the people do not themselves posses any vision, so they 

think about the leader as foolish and due to such a response 

either much of the life span of leader is spent in making people 

understand what he actually is envisioning and what would be 

its associated benefits for people, or sometimes it also happens 

that the leaders also face serious downturns and issues in their 

individual or professional / public lives because people relent 

accepting their vision at the first stage. But with the passage of 

time when leader stands firm with his vision and start 

progressing towards it while fighting all the odds against him, 

people start following him and giving him a heroic fame and this 

followership eventually grows big and collectively everyone 

achieves that mission with the leader; Just like Nelson Mandela 

who clearly held a positive vision of a racially harmonious South 

Africa during his 28 years in jail and helped bring it into reality 

peacefully-- to the amazement of the world. 

 

The true CLO is one who does not lose hope and keep involving 

people with his vision; and at the end he will end up 

successfully achieving the vision with most people following in 

true spirits. A Chief Leadership Officer (as a visionary leader) is 

good with actions as well as words, and so can bring his/her 

vision into being in the world, thus transforming it in some way. 

More than words are needed for a vision to take form in today’s 

world.  It requires leadership and heartfelt commitment. A 

CLO is effective in manifesting his or her vision because s/he 
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creates specific, achievable goals, initiates action and enlists the 

participation of others.  

 

3. L.I.F.E. GOALS ORIENTED 

 

Chief Leadership Officers are always life goals oriented where 

the goals are derived from their mission and vision and are 

based on the L.I.F.E. dimensions; Learning Goals, Internal Goals, 

Financial Goals, and External Goals. This will, of course, spill 

over into the ambitions that inspire the leader’s objectives, give 

rise to certain performance targets and are the yardstick by 

which they can evaluate performance and guide actions for daily 

improvement. 

 

A brief description of L.I.F.E. goals for CLOs is given as under; 

 

- Learning – the goals about getting the learning of leader 

and his/her followers. It includes what they will learn, 

how will they learn, and how can they ensure to 

translate their learning into behaviors in order to be 

successful? 

 

- Internal – the goals of a leader about his/her own 

physical and spiritual state. Like how can they create 

value for themselves? How can they feel good in their 

own skin – at work as well as in spare time? 

 

- Financial – the goals about financial stability. To what 

degree the leader is able to fulfill financial needs, for 

both his own self and his work/cause. 
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- External – the goals that a leader makes for adding value 

to his relations i.e. followers, family, friends, employers, 

colleagues and others.  

 

One must not forget that the L.I.F.E. goals must be S.M.A.R.T. i.e 

Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic and Time bounded. 

For an instance the example of a SMART Learning Goal for me 

could be; “Read 6 books on leadership from 1st January to 30th 

December, 2015”. This goal is specific related to ‘learning of 

leadership books’; the number ‘6’ indicates its measurability; it is 

realistic and attainable to read 6 books on leadership in a year; 

and the date mentioned in goals indicates it’s time bound. 

 

I also want to emphasize on the importance of L.I.F.E. goals 

setting as this is not a mere theoretical concept, as I have been 

doing my personal goal setting on this model from last fourteen 

years and have always been successful as it gives a clear 

direction and route for action in every dimension. Every year in 

last week of December I take my ‘personal time’ where I not only 

evaluate my last year’s performance w.r.t goals, but also develop 

my L.I.F.E. goals for next year. This activity not only gives me 

clear cut goals for next year, but also become a source of 

contentment and mind opening for all those ideas and activities 

that I intend to pursue in the upcoming year. I consider this 

activity as important as oxygen for breathing, and it eventually 

gets 80% credit of all my progress and success. 

 

Likewise the CLOs are habitual of developing written goals on 

annual basis. This helps make the goals implanted in their hearts 

as we know ‘seeing is believing’ which gives them a spark to 

achieve the goals. Secondly it also makes them able to review the 
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progress time and again and also indicates for corrective 

measures that need to be taken in order to be able to achieve the 

goals in their true spirits. Chief Leadership Officers through 

their self examples also inspire their followers to start 

developing and achieving L.I.F.E. goals. 

 

4. INTRINSICALLY MOTIVATED FOR 

ACHIEVEMENT   

 

Psychological theorist David McClelland demonstrated that 

human behavior is motivated by multiple intrinsic needs: one of 

them is ‘achievement’ (while others are power and affiliation). 

An individual's need for achievement is manifested through his 

need to excel and achieve a certain level of success. 

Consequently, I believe that Chief Leadership Officers are the 

people with high motivational drive for ‘achievement’ since they 

have mission, vision and goals, which force them for 

achievement not only for their own self but for their followers as 

well. Since they are achievement oriented, the CLOs, encourage 

and support their followers in achieving the goals that have been 

set - by making the path that they should take - clear and easy. 

 

In particular, Chief Leadership Officers: 

 

- Clarify the path so subordinates know which way to go. 

- Remove roadblocks that are stopping them going there. 

- Increasing the rewards along the route. 

 

Since they are focused on achievement, the CLOs will take the 

roles of situational leadership (directing, persuading, coaching, 

or delegating) or they may lead by example according to 
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whatever is the need of hour. This variation in approach will 

depend on the situation, including the follower's capability and 

motivation, as well as the difficulty of the job and other 

contextual factors, but they will ensure to achieve the established 

goal anyway.   

 

5. EMOTIONALLY INTELLIGENT 

 

Before I embark on discussing emotional intelligence as an 

important factor for being a Chief Leadership Officer, let me just 

clear that in context of definition; anger, depression, anxiety, 

happiness, love, surprise, disgust, embarrassment; are all 

emotions. So Emotional Intelligence at its core is “Managing 

one’s own heart (emotions) through their mind”. As Daniel 

Goleman rightly says, ‘emotional intelligence is the capacity for 

recognizing our own feelings and those of others, for motivating 

ourselves, and for managing emotions well in ourselves and in 

our relationships. Emotional intelligence describes abilities 

distinct from, but complimentary to, academic intelligence or the 

purely cognitive capacities measured by IQ’.  

 

Goleman found that while the qualities traditionally associated 

with leadership—such as intelligence, toughness, determination, 

and vision—are required for success, they are insufficient. Truly 

effective leaders are also distinguished by a high degree of 

emotional intelligence, which includes self-awareness, self-

regulation, motivation, empathy, and social skill. I have found, 

however, that the most effective leaders are alike in one crucial 

way: They all have a high degree of what has come to be known 

as emotional intelligence. It’s not that IQ and technical skills are 

irrelevant. They do matter, but mainly as “threshold 
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capabilities”; that is, they are the entry-level requirements for 

executive positions. But my research, along with other recent 

studies, clearly shows that emotional intelligence is the upshot of 

leadership. Without it, a person can have the best training in the 

world, an incisive, analytical mind, and an endless supply of 

smart ideas, but he still won’t make a great leader.  

 

In a nutshell, emotion is largely an automatic response 

determined by the way you set yourself up to respond and react 

to the world. Hence emotions are reactions to specific situations 

and cannot be termed as positive or negative. It is therefore said 

that CLOs are intelligent enough about their emotions and 

wisely use them according to the situations just as Aristotle said 

that ‘Any one can be angry – that is easy. But to be angry with 

the right person, to the right degree, at the right time, for the 

right purpose and in the right way – that is not easy’.  

 

The Whole Foods CEO John Mackey rightly comments, “For 

successful leaders, emotional intelligence is more important than 

cognitive intelligence.” In fact, research has confirmed that 

emotionally intelligent leaders are indeed more successful than 

their less emotionally intelligent peers, and so are their 

companies. At PepsiCo, for example, executives identified as 

emotionally intelligent generated 10% more productivity and 

added nearly $4 million in economic value; for Sheraton, an 

emotional intelligence initiative helped increase the company’s 

market share by 24%. 
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6. HAS TRUE SELF CONFIDENCE 

 

From the quietly confident doctor whose advice we rely on, to 

the charismatic confidence of an inspiring speaker, self-confident 

people have qualities that everyone admires. Self Confidence 

doesn’t mean ‘bravado’ or ‘pulling the wool over people’s eyes’. 

Some people’s image of confidence is the conventional used-car 

salesman bragging his way through life: a ‘confidence’ where 

nothing fazes or upsets him. However our definition of 

confidence separates true self confidence from false self 

confidence. True self confidence is when you honestly face and 

manage your internal resources to meet the external challenges 

or demands of your role. False self confidence is when you 

create a façade of confidence that does not draw off your internal 

resources and therefore lacks integrity and is not sustainable in 

the long term. In short false self confidence is just like ‘an act 

without substance’.  

 

Generally, true self confidence makes you assess yourself truly 

and lets you know where you are strong and where you have 

shortcomings, therefore you can exactly plan to meet the 

external challenges by building on your current strengths while 

overcoming your weaknesses. Similarly if we talk about Chief 

Leadership Officers – true self confidence is an inner quality that 

establishes their strong leadership and enables them to empower 

their teams. The success of truly self confident CLOs lies in his 

planning of how to use his strengths for achieving goals and 

handling crisis while putting his plan into action. Moreover for 

the weaknesses that he has identified in himself - his success lies 

in knowing who will be the most right person to execute the 

leader’s plan while overcoming that limitation. With the help of 
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true self confidence the Chief Leadership Officers are able to get 

a more balanced perspective by using their own skill set as well 

as soliciting input from others who have relevant knowledge or 

expertise on any particular issue. CLO can get the benefit of this 

advance skills set of others and successfully execute his plan by 

building upon his own strengths and also by using other’s 

strengths to compliment his limitations. 

 

7. OPTIMISTIC AND HOPE AGENT 

 

Chief Leadership Officers have a transforming effect on their 

constituents: they have the gift of being able to convince others 

that they have the ability to achieve levels of performance 

beyond those they thought possible. They are able to paint an 

optimistic and attainable view of the future for their followers: 

They move others from being stuck with "how things are done 

around here" and help them see "how things could be done 

better". 

 

In The Leadership Advantage, an essay from the Drucker 

Foundation's Leader to Leader Guide, Warren Bennis tells us 

that optimism is one of the key things people need from their 

leaders in order to achieve positive results. Every "exemplary 

leader that I have met," writes Bennis, "has what seems to be an 

unwarranted degree of optimism – and that helps generate the 

energy and commitment necessary to achieve results."  

 

I believe that optimism makes a leader act as hope agent. Where 

hope – with its synonyms like – future mindedness and future 

orientation stands as one of the core strengths of a leader. 
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Individuals who are strong in hope, tend to strongly agree to 

statements like; 

 

- I always look on the bright side 

- I believe good will triumph over evil 

- I expect the best 

- I know I will succeed 

 

In case of CLOs when I say optimism or hope, I’m not talking 

about irrational exuberance or "blind" cheerfulness. I'm talking 

about intelligent optimism – the approach to decision-making 

that acknowledges both good and bad in most circumstances, 

yet chooses to focus on the good because that is the smarter use 

of resources. Further with hope and optimism the CLOs become 

good change agents, since they not only live in present but also 

help the people envision bright future that awaits after the 

change happens. 

 

8. GREAT COMMUNICATOR 

 

Effective communication is one of the most important skills of a 

Chief Leadership Officer.  In an article for Forbes entitled '10 

Communication Secrets of Great Leaders,' Mike Myatt explains 

that “being a great communicator is not about being a great 

talker, which focuses on the messenger. Instead, being a great 

communicator is about meeting the needs and the expectations 

of the audience”. He explains that the number one thing great 

communicators have in common is "a heightened sense of 

situational and contextual awareness." From this I took the 

narration that CLO must be a good listener, able to make good 

observations, capable of reading the person or groups, and 
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above all much able to adapt his or her message accordingly, 

that too "without missing a beat."   

 

Following are a few actions that result in great communication:  

 

- Building Trust – This requires integrity and congruence 

between the leader's words and actions.  As Mike Myatt 

explains: "While you can attempt to demand trust, it rarely 

works.  Trust is best created by earning it with right acting, 

thinking, and decision making."   

 

- Developing Relationships – Traditional leadership principles 

advocate staying at arm’s length from others in the 

organization, but the downside is that the leader will 

"remain in the dark receiving only highly sanitized versions 

of the truth."  

 

- Communicating Specifics – It is important to communicate 

with clarity, eliminating ambiguity, and getting specific and 

uncomplicated.  "Your goal is to weed out the superfluous 

and to make your words count." 

 

- Having an Open Mind – This means willingly seeking out 

those who disagree with your point of view with "the goal 

not of convincing them to change their mind, but with the 

goal of understanding what's on their minds."   

 

- Being Empathetic – When candid conversations are required 

to address a difficult situation, communicating with 

empathy displays a certain authenticity and transparency 

that is absent if the same message is communicated with 
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arrogance.  Communicating with empathy and 

understanding can help turn "anger into respect and doubt 

into trust." 

 

- Listening and Observing – Great leaders know when to 

broadcast their message and when to engage in meaningful 

conversations, which include active listening.  Great leaders 

also observe the organization and can read between the lines 

to understand what is not being said and increase their 

organizational awareness. 

 

9. HAS LOVE FOR KNOWLEDGE  

 

‘Growth’ for a Chief Leadership Officer is like oxygen: without 

it, they will die. Not a physical death, of course—but if they stop 

growing, their influence will surely corrode and, ultimately, they 

may lose the opportunity to lead at all.  

 

One core way CLOs can grow is to gain knowledge. Gaining 

knowledge doesn’t happen all at once. It’s a long-term 

commitment one must make and then put into practice year after 

year. 

 

Gaining knowledge generally comprises four elements. The first 

is self-knowledge. This is a matter of looking in the mirror and 

being aware of one’s own strengths and weaknesses as well as 

how one’s own temperament and personality mesh with their 

environment.  Great leaders have a high degree of self 

awareness.  
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Equally important is gaining knowledge of others. CLOs spend 

time getting to know the folks around them at work. When they 

work on building relationships, they can go beyond superficial 

to learn how people like to be recognized, how they prefer to 

communicate, who their families are, and what really matters to 

them. The more a CLO know about their colleagues at every 

level, the more effective they can be in working with them to 

attain common goals. 

 

Gaining knowledge also includes learning about the industry the 

CLO is operating in.  They read up on the history of their 

industry and do some research on what’s happening today. 

What’s true now that may not be true in the future? They also, 

take inside closer look at their chief competitors to know about 

their strengths and weaknesses? 

 

Finally, the CLOs also gain knowledge about the field of 

leadership. They explore the profusion of books, blogs, and other 

information available about leadership to discover trends and 

best practices. Then in light of this knowledge they take a look at 

their current skill set and see what skills other leaders have that 

they themselves might need to work on. Books are a leader’s best 

treasure. As Henry S. Truman has said; “Not all readers are leaders, 

but all leaders are readers.” 

 

10. CONSISTENCY  

 

The word “flip-flop” emerged a number of years ago as a 

critique of leaders who couldn’t choose a position and stick to it. 

It was surely not a compliment. For leaders, consistency is 

essential just like oxygen is for life. Followers want their leaders 
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to pursue a clear path so that at each point, they can understand 

exactly where they are and where the leader and followers--are 

going. Consistency allows others to mark progress made toward 

fulfilling goals and promises.  In case a new direction is taken, 

consistency guarantees that new actions will acknowledge the 

context of prior ones, since consistency cuts down on impulsive 

surprises. 

 

Most of us recognize that consistency is important in business.  

For customers or clients to have confidence in the goods and 

services we provide, we must offer consistent quality, delivery, 

responsiveness, follow up, support and service.  Without 

confidence in our ability to do this, customers are forced to go 

looking elsewhere to have their needs met.  This same ground 

rule holds true for Chief Leadership Officers. “It’s important that 

people know you are consistent and fair in how you think about 

making decisions and that there’s an element of predictability. 

Alternatively if a leader develops a reputation for being 

inconsistent in either their words or actions, people will 

eventually lose confidence in their ability to lead effectively.  As 

a result, they may go in search of leadership elsewhere. People 

desire to be led and they all want a leader.  In fact, they need a 

leader to help them navigate the way through situations where 

they don’t know how to help themselves.  But leadership 

inconsistency can derail all that. 

 

The late Jim Rohn — entrepreneur, author and motivational 

speaker — said, “Success is neither magical nor mysterious.  

Success is the natural consequence of consistently applying basic 

fundamentals.”   
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A Chief Leadership Officer must be consistent in his stance on 

issues and should not be easily swayed by others’ opinions. 

However, this is not to be mistaken for stubbornness, which can 

be a fatal flaw. Rather, a CLO should be able to make rational 

decisions that are devoid of bias and stay consistent with them. 

 

11. HONESTY & INTEGRITY 

 

Above all the qualities, come honesty & integrity– which is more 

than just telling the truth, although telling the truth is a critical 

part of being a Chief Leadership Officer.  Honesty might not 

sound like the hot new leadership tip, but in today’s world of 

constant change and lack of integrity it is one of the main things 

people look for in a leader. People want to follow an honest 

leader. Years ago, many employees started out by assuming that 

their leadership was honest simply because they held a position 

of authority. But this is no longer the case. Corporate governance 

scandals, fraud and corruption have revealed that this is no 

longer true. In fact, today many people are suspicious about the 

honesty and integrity of leaders. People will not assume you are 

honest simply because you have never been caught lying. 

 

Honesty and Integrity are traits that CLOs can be aware of but 

are not leadership traits that they can easily fake. Either you are 

an honest person, or you are not. Honesty and integrity are 

where your real self and your leadership position meet and you 

can’t ‘fake it till you make it’ as it is something that needs to be 

in you for you to be able to exhibit it in your leadership of 

others.  
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These characteristics create trust, which is critical to leaders in all 

capacities. Honesty also implies the absence of lying, cheating, or 

theft and ensures subordinates’ faith in the leaders they follow. 

A Chief Leadership Officer who is honest will gain legitimacy in 

the eyes of followers. Integrity and openness are also essential to 

developing trust, and without honesty & integrity a leader 

cannot gain and maintain the trust needed to build commitment 

to a shared vision. 

 

Leadership experts Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner find honesty to 

be the most important trait of leaders. In its absence, leaders lack 

credibility, and their ability to influence others is diminished. 

Honesty also brings a degree of transparency to a leader's 

interaction with others. 

 

One of the most important opportunities to show true honesty 

and integrity, and yet where leaders often miss it, is in handling 

mistakes. As a CLO, showing people that you are honest, even 

when it means admitting to a mistake, displays a key trait that 

people are looking for in their leaders. By demonstrating 

honesty with yourself, with your organization and your staff 

you will increase your leadership influence. People will trust 

someone who actively displays honesty and will choose to 

follow him ahead of leaders who don’t. 
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PERSONALITY OF A  

CHIEF LEADERSHIP OFFICER 
 

 

 
“Your time is limited, so don't waste it living someone else's life. 

Don't be trapped by dogma: which is living with the results of other 

people's thinking. Don't let the noise of others' opinions drown out 

your own inner voice and most important, have the courage to follow 

your heart and intuition. They somehow already know what you truly 

want to become. Everything else is secondary”.  

- Steve Jobs 

 

Before I move on to reveal the personality of a Chief Leadership 

Officer, I feel it immensely significant to describe in a few words 

about what personality is and how it impacts the actions and 

decisions of a person. Since every individual has his own 

characteristic way of behaving, responding to emotions, 

perceiving things and looking at the world. In some ways we are 

all the same. We all have the same human nature. We share a 

common humanity. We all have human bodies and human 

minds, we all have human thoughts and human feelings. Yet in 

other ways we are all completely different and unique. No two 
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people are truly alike. No two people can ever have the same 

experience of life, the same perspective, the same mind. 

Somewhere between these two — our common humanity and 

our unique individuality — lies personality. Personality is about 

our different ways of being human; and how we are all 

variations on the same themes; as well as how the human nature 

we all share, manifests in different styles of thinking, feeling and 

acting. 

 

Personality can be defined as consistency in a person’s way of 

being — that is, long-term consistency in their particular ways of 

perceiving, thinking, acting and reacting as a person and the 

organized patterns of thought and feeling and behavior. To some 

extent, people generally do tend to operate in a similar way day 

after day, year after year. We’re not talking about specific actions 

being repeated again and again, like compulsive hand-washing, 

but about overall patterns, tendencies, inclinations. Someone 

who has tended to be quiet and reserved up to now will 

probably still tend to be quiet and reserved tomorrow. It is this 

general predictability in individuals’ thought patterns, behavior 

patterns and emotional patterns which defines personality. Or to 

put it another way as Oldham & Morris put it in their book ‘The 

Personality Self Portrait’: “Your personality is your organizing 

principle. It propels you on your life path. It represents the orderly 

arrangement of all your attributes, thoughts, feelings, attitudes, 

behaviors, and coping mechanisms. It is the distinctive pattern of your 

psychological functioning—the way you think, feel, and behave—that 

makes you definitely you.” 

 

In Organizational Behavior, personality has been defined as 

“The sum total of ways in which an individual reacts and 
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interacts with others”. Many theorists and practitioners had 

presented their theories about personality and given models for 

assessment of personality. Among those, the Myers-Briggs Type 

Indicator is one of the most frequently used tools in leadership 

development programs around the world. It provides 

information about a person’s preferred style of behaving and 

thinking, and can help build self-awareness and emotional 

intelligence. 

 

Isabel B. Myers and Katharine Briggs started developing an 

assessment instrument that would provide a way of recognizing 

the basic individual differences. Developed and refined over 

sixty years, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, also known as the 

MBTI, is a self-report questionnaire, resulting in a four letter 

profile that represents preferences of any individual on four 

dimensions. 

 

- Is the person an E (Extraversion) or an I (Introversion): Does 

a person’s attention and energy is directed toward other 

people and the outside world, or his/her interest is generally 

directed inward toward his own feelings and thoughts. 

 

- Is the person an S (Sensing) or an N (Intuitive): Does he or 

she prefer to gather information through data available to 

the senses? Or does he or she gather information through 

Intuition, focusing on the connections and patterns between 

data? 

 

- Is the person a T (Thinking) or an F (Feeling): Does he or she 

prefer logical, rational thinking, or does he or she prefer to 

make decisions by considering values and feelings? 
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- Is the person a J (Judging) or a P (Perceiving): Does he or she 

prefer to organize the external environment through order, 

structure and schedules (Judging)? Or does he or she prefer 

to keep the environment as open and unstructured as 

possible to include more information, possibilities and 

spontaneity (Perceiving)? 

 

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) assessment is a 

psychometric questionnaire designed to measure psychological 

preferences of how people perceive the world and make 

decisions. Humans are either born with, or with the passage of 

time they develop some ways of thinking and acting which 

becomes their preference. MBTI seeks some of these 

psychological differences into four opposite pairs, or 

dichotomies, which result in 16 possible psychological types. 

None of these types are better or worse; however, Briggs and 

Myers theorized that individuals naturally prefer one overall 

combination of type differences. The 16 types are typically 

referred to through an abbreviation of four letters—the initial 

letters of each of their four type preferences (except in the case of 

intuition, which uses the abbreviation N to distinguish it from 

Introversion). For instance:  

 

E – Extrovert  I – Introvert  

S – Sensor  N – Intuitive  

T – Thinker  F – Feeler  

P – Perceiver  J – Judger 

 

The multiples of above 4 dichotomies result in 16 possible type 

combinations that are ISTJ, ESTJ, ISFJ, ESFJ, ISTP, ESTP, ESFP, 

ISFP, ENTJ, INTJ, ENTP, INTP, ENFJ, INFJ, ENFP, INFP 
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A testing instrument to identify MBTI Personality type is given 

ahead.  

 

Box – 7.1 

MBTI Personality Type Test 
 

For each item, select either (a) or (b). if you feel both (a) and (b) 

are true, decide which one is more like you in most of the cases, 

even if it is only slightly more true. 

 

1. I would rather 

a) Solve a new and complicated problem. 

b) Work on something I have done before. 

2. I like to  

a) Work alone in a quiet place. 

b) Be where the action is. 

3. I want a boss who 

a) Establishes and applies criteria in decisions. 

b) Considers individual needs and makes 

exceptions. 

4. When I work on a project, I  

a) Like to finish it and get some closure. 

b) Often leave it open for possible changes. 

5. When making a decision, the most important 

considerations are 

a) Rational thoughts, ideas, and data. 

b) People’s feelings and values. 

6. On a project, I tend to 

a) Think it over and over before deciding how to 
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proceed. 

b) Start working on in right away, thinking about it 

as I go along. 

7. When working on project, I  

a) Maintain as much control as possible. 

b) Explore various options. 

8. In my work, I prefer to 

a) Work on several projects at a time, and learn as 

much as possible about each one. 

b) Have one project that is challenging and keeps 

me busy. 

9. I often 

a) Make lists and plans whenever I start something 

and may hate to seriously alter my plan. 

b) Avoid plans and just let things progress as I 

work on them. 

10. When discussing a problem with colleagues, it is easy  

a) See “the big picture”. 

b) Grasp the specifics of the situation. 

11. When the phone rings in my office or at home, I usually 

a) Consider it an interruption. 

b) Do not mind answering it. 

12. Which word describes you better? 

a) Analytical. 

b) Empathetic. 

13. When I am working on an assignment, I tend to 

a) Work steadily and consistently. 

b) Work in bursts of energy with “down time” in 

between. 

14. When I listen to someone talk on a subject, I usually try 

to 
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a) Relate it to my own experience and see if it fits. 

b) Assess and analyze the message. 

15. When I come up with new ideas, I generally 

a) “Go for it” 

b) Like to contemplate the ideas some more. 

16. When working on a project, I prefer to 

a) Narrow the scope so it is clearly defined 

b) Broaden the scope to include related aspects. 

17. When I read something, I usually 

a) Confine my thoughts to what is written there. 

b) Read between the lines and relate the words to 

other ideas. 

18. When I have to make a decision in a hurry, I often 

a) Feel uncomfortable and wish I had more 

information. 

b) Am able to do so with available data. 

19. In a meeting, I tend to 

a) Continue formulating my ideas as I talk about 

them. 

b) Only speak out after I have carefully thought the 

issue through. 

20. In work, I prefer spending a great deal of time on issues 

of 

a) Ideas. 

b) People. 

21. In meetings, I am most often annoyed with people who 

a) Come up with many sketchy ideas. 

b) Lengthen meetings with many practical details. 

22. I am a 

a) Morning person. 

b) Night owl. 
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23. What is your style in preparing for a meeting? 

a) I am willing to go in and be responsive. 

b) I like to be fully prepared and usually sketch on 

outline of the meeting. 

24. In a meeting, I would prefer for people to 

a) Display a fuller range of emotions. 

b) Be more task oriented. 

25. I would rather work for an organization where 

a) My job was intellectually stimulating. 

b) I was committed to its goals and mission. 

26. On weekends, I tend to 

a) Plan what I will do. 

b) Just see what happens and decide as I go along. 

27. I am more  

a) Outgoing. 

b) Contemplative. 

28. I would rather work for a boss who is 

a) Full of new ideas. 

b) Practical. 

 

In the following, choose the word in each pair that appeals to 

you more: 

29.  a) Social. 

 b) Theoretical. 

30.  a) Ingenuity. 

 b) Practicality. 

31.  a) Organized 

 b) Adaptable. 

32.  a) Active 

 b) Concentration. 
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Score 
for I  

Score 
for E  

Score 
for S  

Score 
for N 

 2a  2b  1b  1a 

 6a  6b  10b  10a 

 11a  11b  13a  13b 

 15b  15a  16a  16b 

 19b  19a  17a  17b 

 22a  22b  21a  21b 

 27b  27a  28b  28a 
 32b  32a  30b  30a 
            

Total        

 Identify the one with  
more  Points--I or E 

 

 Identify the one with 
more Points --S or N 

   

 
Score 
for T  

Score 
for F  

Score 
for J  

Score 
for P 

 3a  3b  4a  4b 

 5a  5b  7a  7b 

 12a  12b  8b  8a 

 14b  14a  9a  9b 

 20a  20b  18b  18a 

 24b  24a  23b  23a 

 25a  25b  26a  26b 
 29b  29a  31a  31b 

 
           

Total        

 Identify the one with 
more  Points --T or F 

 Identify the one with 
more Points --J or P   

 
Now combine your score into a four-letter personality 
classification. 

Source: D. Marcic and P. Nutt, “Personality Inventory,” in D. Marcic, ed., 
Organizational Behavior: Experiences and Cases (St. Paul, MN: West, 1989). 
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WHAT TYPE MAKES A LEADER?  

 

Thousands of reports on the MBTI types of leaders and 

managers illustrate that all types occupy leadership positions. 

Understanding leaders’ type preferences is useful for exploring 

strengths and potential weaknesses, for developing self-

awareness and emotional intelligence and for understanding the 

impact of their behaviors on others. 

 

The question usually arises, what type makes the leader? All 

types can be effective as well as ineffective. Studies of thousands 

of leaders world-wide have shown some profile types to be more 

predominant, however. This is not to imply that these types 

make better leaders, only that they are more predominant in 

leaders. 

 

Clearly, there is a majority of Thinking and Judging preferences 

among leaders. The structure and values of most organizations 

favor logical and decisive behaviors. It may be that Thinking and 

Judging behaviors have become the accepted definition of what 

it means to lead and people with these preferences are seen as 

“leadership material.” 

 

The question, what type makes the best leader, cannot be 

answered. The only question that can be answered is which type 

is more predominant in leaders. A research of Centre for 

Creative Leadership suggests, a good many of world’s dominant 

leaders tend to be in the ENTJ (extrovert, intuitive, thinking, 

judger) quadrant, which is quite common among leaders. Just 

like Steve Jobs, Aristotle, Bill Gates, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jack 

Welch, Winston Churchill, Donald Trump, Napoleon Bonaparte, 
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Margaret Thatcher, Al Gore all exhibit powerful leadership 

qualities and are all ENTJs. Likewise I believe that “ENTJ” is the 

personality type for Chief Leadership Officer.  

 

According to psychologist David Keirsey, the ENTJ type is quite 

rare, accounting for a mere two-percent of the population. The 

ENTJ functions with extroverted thinking, and introverted 

intuition. This means that the ENTJ deals with things primarily 

through logic and reason, and secondarily through their 

intuition. 

 

ENTJs make good leaders because of their innate ability to lead 

groups of people, according to Isabel Briggs Myers and Peter B. 

Myers, authors of Gifts Differing: Understanding Personality 

Type. They tend to be self-driven, motivating, energetic, 

assertive, confident and competitive. ENTJs are unusually 

influential and organized, yet they may judge others by their 

own tough standards.  

 

Thanks to their comfort in the spotlight, ability to communicate, 

and tendency to make quick decisions, ENTJs tend to naturally 

fall into leadership roles. In his book Please Understand Me II, 

David Keirsey points out that these individuals sometimes find 

themselves taking control of a group without really knowing 

how they came to be in such a position. Because of their love for 

structure and order, the ENTJ is also good at supervising and 

directing others and helping groups complete tasks and achieve 

goals. They are able to quickly see what needs to be 

accomplished, develop a plan of action, and assign roles to 

group members.  
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Some ENTJ Leaders 

 

William Henry "Bill" Gates III 

(born 1955) 
 

Bill is an American business 

magnate, philanthropist, investor,

 computer programmer, 

and inventor. Gates originally 

established his reputation as the 

co-founder of Microsoft, the 

world’s largest PC 

Software company, with Paul 

Allen. Since then he has served as 

a long term CEO and chairman of 

the company. 
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Steven Paul Jobs 

(1955 - 2011) 
 

Steve was an American 
entrepreneur, marketer, and 
inventor, who was the co-
founder, chairman, and CEO 
of Apple Inc. Through Apple, 
he is widely recognized as a 
charismatic and design-driven 
pioneer of the personal 
computer revolution and for his 
influential career in the 
computer and consumer 
electronics fields, transforming 
"one industry after another, 
from computers and smart 
phones to music and movies. 
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Aristotle 

(384 BCE – 322 BCE) 

Aristotle was a Greek philosopher and scientist. His writings 

cover many subjects –  including  physics,  biology,  zoology, 

metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theater, 

music, rhetoric, linguistics, politics and government – and 

constitute the first comprehensive system of Western 

philosophy. Shortly after Plato died, Aristotle left Athens and, 

at the request of Philip of Macedon, tutored Alexander the 

Great starting from 343 BCE. According to the Encyclopedia, 

"Aristotle was the first genuine scientist in history and every 

scientist is in his debt." The sum of his work's influence often 

ranks him among the world's top personalities of all time with 

the greatest influence, along with his teacher Plato, and his 
pupil Alexander the Great. 
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John Francis "Jack" Welch, Jr.  
(born 1935) 
 

Jack Welch is a retired American business executive, author 
and chemical engineer. He was chairman and CEO of General 
Electric between 1981 and 2001. During his tenure at GE, the 
company's value rose by 4000%. 

 Albert Arnold "Al" Gore, Jr.  
(born 1948) 
 
 

 is an American politician, 
advocate and philanthropist, who 
served as the 45th Vice President 
of the United States (1993–2001), 
under President Bill Clinton as 
well as remained an elected 
official for 24 years. Gore is 
environmental activist and has 
founded a number of NGOs and 
has received a Nobel Peace 
Prize for his work in climate 
change activism. 
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Margaret Hilda Thatcher, Baroness Thatcher 
(1925 – 2013)  
 
Margaret Thatcher was the Prime Minister of the United 
Kingdom from 1979 to 1990 and the Leader of the Conservative 
Party from 1975 to 1990. She was the longest-serving British 
Prime Minister of the 20th century and is the only woman to 
have held the office. A Soviet journalist called her the "Iron 
Lady", a nickname that became associated with her 
uncompromising politics and leadership style. As Prime 
Minister, she implemented policies that have come to be 
known as Thatcherism. 
 
After retiring from the Commons in 1992, she was given a life 
peerage as Baroness Thatcher, of Kesteven in the county 
of Lincolnshire, which entitled her to sit in the House of Lords. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lincolnshire
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Napoléon Bonaparte  
(1769 – 1821)  
 
Napoleon was a French 
military and political 
leader who rose to 
prominence during the 
latter stages of the French 
Revolution and 
its associated wars. 
As Napoleon I, he 
was Emperor of the 
French from 1804 to 1814 
and again in 1815. 
Napoleon dominated 
European affairs for 
almost two decades while 
leading France against a 
series of coalitions in 
the Revolutionary 
Wars and the Napoleonic 
Wars. He won the large 
majority of his battles and 
seized control of most of 
continental Europe. One of 
the greatest commanders 
in history, his campaigns 

are studied at military schools worldwide and he remains 
simultaneously one of the most celebrated and controversial 

political figures in European history. In civil affairs, Napoleon 

implemented a wide array of liberal reforms across Europe, 

including the abolition of feudalism, the establishment of legal 

equality and religious toleration, and the legalization of divorce. 

His lasting legal achievement, the Napoleonic Code, has been 

adopted to varying degrees by nations around the world. 
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Franklin D. Roosevelt 
(1882 – 1945), 
  
Roosevelt, commonly known by his initials FDR, was American 
statesman and political leader who served as the 32ndPresident of 
United States. A Democrat, he was elected four times and served 
from March 1933 to his death in April 1945. He was a central figure 
in world events during the mid-20th century, leading the United 
States during a time of worldwide economic depression and total 
war. A dominant leader of the Democratic Party, he built a New 
Deal Coalition that realigned American politics after 1932, as 
his New Deal domestic policies defined American liberalism for 
the middle third of the 20th century. 
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Donald John Trump, Sr.  
(born 1946),  
 
Donald Trump  is an 
American businessman, 
investor, television 
personality and author. He is 
the chairman and president 
of The Trump 
Organization and the founder 
of Trump Entertainment 
Resorts. Trump's extravagant 
lifestyle, outspoken manner, 
and role on the NBC reality 
show The Apprentice have 
made him a well-known 
celebrity who was No. 17 on 
the 2011 Forbes Celebrity 
100 list. 
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Sir Winston Leonard Spencer-Churchill  
(1874 – 1965)  
 

 

Churchill was a British politician who was the Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom from 1940 to 1945 and again from 1951 to 
1955. Widely regarded as one of the greatest wartime leaders of 
the 20th century, Churchill was also an officer in the British 
Army, a historian, a writer (as Winston S. Churchill), and an 
artist. Churchill is the only British Prime Minister to have won 
the Nobel Prize in Literature since its inception in 1901, and was 
the first person to be made an honorary citizen of the United 
States. His steadfast refusal to consider defeat, surrender, or a 
compromise peace helped inspire British resistance, especially 
during the difficult early days of the war when the British 
Commonwealth and Empire stood alone in its active opposition 
to Adolf Hitler. Churchill was particularly noted for his speeches 
and radio broadcasts, which helped inspire the British people. 
He led Britain as Prime Minister until victory over Nazi 
Germany had been secured. Named the Greatest Briton of all 
time in a 2002 poll, Churchill is widely regarded as being among 
the most influential people in British history, consistently 
ranking well in opinion polls of Prime Ministers of the United 
Kingdom.  
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A study called “Personality Type in Leadership” by the Center 

of Creative Leadership found that, although the extrovert / 

introvert and intuitive / sensation preference were equally 

represented, thinking and judging were more predominate in 

leaders. This does not necessarily mean that feeling and 

perceiving are not valuable traits in leaders, however, the 

structure and values of most organizations today tend to favor 

logical and decisive behaviors. 

 

ENTJs are primarily concerned with making things happen and 

may not fully appreciate that other people may take a little 

longer to understand or may not be as forthcoming or direct, and 

assume that silence means agreement. They easily see 

possibilities in all things and are happy to direct others toward 

making their vision become a reality. They are ingenious 

thinkers and great long-range planners. Because ENTJs are so 

logical and analytical, they are usually good at anything that 

requires reasoning and intelligence. Driven to achieve 

competence in all they do, they can naturally spot the flaws that 

may exist in a situation and see immediately how to improve 

them. They strive to perfect systems rather than simply accept 

them as they are. ENTJs enjoy working with complex problem 

solving and are undaunted in their pursuit of mastery of 

anything they find intriguing. ENTJs value truth above all else 

and are convinced only by logical reasoning. They are much 

more interested in the future consequences of actions than the 

present condition of things. 

 

ENTJs are natural-born leaders. People with this personality 

type embody the gifts of charisma and confidence, and project 

authority in a way that draws crowds together behind a 

http://www.workingresources.com/professionaleffectivenessarticles/article.nhtml?uid=10003
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common goal. But unlike their Feeling (F) counterpart, ENTJs are 

characterized by an often ruthless level of rationality, using their 

drive, determination and sharp minds to achieve whatever end 

they've set for themselves. Perhaps it is best that they make up 

only two percent of the population, lest they overwhelm the 

more timid and sensitive personality types that make up much 

of the rest of the world - but we have ENTJs to thank for many of 

the businesses and institutions we take for granted every day. If 

there's anything ENTJs love, it's a good challenge, big or small, 

and they firmly believe that given enough time and resources, 

they can achieve any goal. This quality makes people with the 

ENTJ personality type brilliant entrepreneurs, and their ability to 

think strategically and hold a long-term focus while executing 

each step of their plans with determination and precision makes 

them powerful business leaders. This determination is often a 

self-fulfilling prophecy, as ENTJs push their goals through with 

sheer willpower where others might give up and move on, and 

their Extroverted (E) nature means they are likely to push 

everyone else right along with them, achieving spectacular 

results in the process. 

 

Some may perceive them as arrogant due to their high logical 

reasoning and thinking but in actual they are ‘emotionally 

intelligent’ and hence are good organizers of people because 

they have the ability to see ahead and then communicate their 

vision to others while indirectly and intelligently addressing 

people’s feelings and emotions. They tend to manage their own 

emotions according to the need of situation and also intelligently 

lead other while understanding the emotions of others as well, 

thereby reducing or minimizing the chances of resistance. 

Further they also know the extent to which they have to consider 
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people’s emotions and the point where they need to get 

reasonable instead of emotional. Therefore, they tend to be 

challenging and push others as hard as they push themselves. If 

there's anyone ENTJs respect, it's someone who is able to stand 

up to them intellectually, who is able to act with a precision and 

quality equal to their own. ENTJs are true powerhouses, and 

they cultivate an image of being larger than life - and often 

enough they are.  

 

Overall, healthy ENTJ’s have the potential to do great things, 

start huge projects, and succeed at much in life. They’re good at 

analysis, which is why they are sometimes referred to as the 

field-marshal, and are very adept at roping people in to joining 

their cause, be that a business venture or a war. They have an 

incredible drive, and their strengths lie in looking at the world 

logically and objectively, eliminating inefficiency, and, above 

all, making things happen. 

 

ENTJ MAKES A CHIEF LEADERSHIP OFFICER 

 

As we have discussed earlier that successful leaders are 

predominantly the ENTJs, and the same personality type goes 

for a Chief Leadership Officer. In order to perform the four roles 

of CLO equation, ENTJ appears to be the most suitable 

personality type. Let’s see how! 

 

ENTJ AS SITUATIONAL LEADERS 

 

Chief Leadership Officers as ENTJs can perform the four styles 

of situational leadership in a better way as their personality 

helps them to do so.;  
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E’s are contact oriented so being extrovert, they remain more 

with their followers which gives them an opportunity to 

understand the followers with respect to their maturity levels 

Moreover, the extroversion as a trait also helps them get the 

tasks done where high relationship behaviors are required and 

an extrovert leader will make strong bonds with people due to 

their social, contact building and motivating abilities. 

 

N’s are more goals oriented and see the bigger picture. Their 

intuition urges them to set goals and then use situational 

leadership styles to achieve the developed goals. 

 

T’s thinking attribute makes them realistic and allows them to 

think cleverly about what style they must opt according to 

situation and followers. Moreover this thinking also makes them 

Emotional Intelligent as they use their heart through their mind 

which helps in moving through the quadrants of situational 

leadership grid. 

 

J’s are more ‘task oriented’, non compromising on goals, 

organized and know how to tactfully handle the situations. 

There ‘Judgment’ will let them organize all styles and help them 

to judge the exact situation and follower’s maturity before 

responding through any style. 

 

ENTJ AS CRISIS LEADER 

 

Chief Leadership Officers as ENTJs can become cynical and 

manipulative because they often put goals ahead for long term 

success. They famously are elevated as leaders in times of crisis, 

they remain calmer as compare to any other type to solve the 
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crisis and save the situation. Winston Churchill, is great example 

of an ENTJ leader in crisis, who, chose to save England in WWII 

in its greatest hour of need, and then dismissed his role after the 

crisis was past and the world could settle back. ENTJs exemplify 

the difference between moment-to-moment crisis handling; 

navigating the challenges and steps of a bigger plan; and are 

known for examining every angle of a problem by not just 

resolving momentary issues, but moving the whole project 

forward with their solutions for goal achievement with success. 

 

The Judgment characteristic plays a critical role in the crisis 

situation which urges the CLO to organize, push hard and 

operate out of the crisis. The Thinking and Extraversion 

attributes respectively helps them structure the decisions and 

communicate them well while taking regard of the situation and 

followers. The Intuition helps a CLO in identifying opportunity 

from the crisis as well as aids envisioning the after crisis phases 

for further development. 

 

ENTJ AS CHANGE LEADERS 

 

Chief Leadership Officers having ENTJ personality type are the 

masters of change, the big picture conceptualists who love the 

new and challenging tasks, who devise the long range plan then 

relentlessly drive it towards conclusion. Confident and 

authoritative the ENTJ will take lead rarely hesitating and with a 

directness, having no time for anything seen as woolly or 

obstructive. 

 

The characteristics that most differentiate ENTJs as Chief 

Leadership Officers are their energy and innovativeness. ENTJs 
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tend to see things that can be improved and made more effective 

everywhere. They have an innate ability to organize, develop 

and change things in light of their vision. ENTJ CLOs with 

Extraverted Thinking as their dominant mental function direct 

most of their attention and energy towards organizing their 

external environment. The second strongest function is Intuition, 

which means continuous innovation. The Judgment preference 

creates a desire to manage and administrate changes in an 

organized manner. Thus, the term Change Leader appropriately 

describes this combination of preferences. 

 

Chief Leadership Officer as ENTJ in a change leader role 

respond energetically to the need for change and will quickly 

analyze what is going on and what needs to be done to achieve 

goals. Then they act tactfully to implement the vision. They 

readily design systems and feel comfortable once they have 

developed a clear plan. Further through their Extraverted and 

Thinking preferences with emotional intelligence they are able to 

successfully lead the people for implementing and reinforcing 

the envisioned changes. 

 

ENTJ AS DEVELOPER OF MORE LEADERS 

 

The Chief Leadership Officer as an ENTJ considers it a duty to 

keep up the development and learning for their followers in the 

best way possible. ENTJs are usually well informed and well 

read, as well as they enjoy expanding their knowledge and 

passing it on to others for their development. As an ENTJ, their 

primary mode of living is focused externally and this focus 

derives people’s development. Extraversion and social skills of a 
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Chief Leadership Officer help them transfer and share their 

knowledge and skills and motivate others for growth. 

 

ENTJs are people oriented in a sense that they know they cannot 

achieve things alone, thus their improvement programs are 

generally designed to enhance life in some way for people. They 

often have strong principles which they adhere to and are also 

naturally drawn to empowerment and mentoring.  They have no 

need to keep others dependent on them and want to see people 

grow and develop as leaders. This also frees up the ENTJs’ time 

for more innovative work as they are future-oriented and their 

intuition urges them not to feel contented at one stop and keep 

developing people for leadership roles before embarking on a 

new innovation challenge. Thus prior to moving ahead, they 

train mature followers on current tasks and delegate the 

responsibilities as well as develop the leadership skills of these 

followers to make them able to take future challenges and 

perform their role as true leaders.  

 

Further in most of their dealings with people, ENTJs are cheerful 

and optimistic and dedicatedly seek to engender a similar 

winning attitude in their immediate colleagues and followers. 

Like in the leader’s development chapter we have discussed the 

example of Jack Welch who is an ENTJ and has been truly and 

deeply involved in the development of more leaders at General 

Electric. Further to that in the quest of developing leaders he has 

founded Jack Welch Management Institute (Founded in 2009 in 

United States with an aim to provide leadership training to 

managers and executives). Jack Welch – a successful ENTJ 

leader, while emphasizing leaders’ development, once said; 
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“Before you become a leader, success is all about growing yourself. 

When you become a leader, success is all about growing others”. 

 

In short, ENTJ Chief Leadership Officers are gifted strategists 

and their greatest contribution is their ability to lead confidently 

in light of their vision and reach goals with excellence while 

moving in the situational leadership roles, handling crisis, 

leading changes and developing more leaders.   
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